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PREFACE 
 
This volume documents that research on mathematics textbooks has successfully established as a 
proper research area within mathematics education. A first significant event in this area has been 
the in the International Conference on School Mathematics Textbooks (ICSMT), held in 
Shanghai in 2011. Of particular importance and international impact was the special issue 
published by ZDM Mathematics Education with the theme of “textbook research on 
mathematics education” (Fan, Jones et al. 2013). Thanks to the progress of research in this 
area, the first International Conference on Mathematics Textbook Research and Development 
(ICMT-2014) took place at the University of Southampton (UK), from 29 to 31 July 2014. About 
180 participants, from 30 different countries, attended ICMT-2014 – now to be called ICMT-1, 
since it was decided there to organise a sequel conference, the II International Conference on 
Mathematics Textbook Research and Development / II Conferência Internacional em Pesquisa e 
Desenvolvimento de Livros Didáticos de Matemática (ICMT-2).  
It was held from 7 to 11 May 2017, at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) and at the 
Federal University of the State of Rio de Janeiro (UNIRIO), Brazil. 
The Conference was organised by a truly international IPC – International Programme 
Committee: 
 

• Rúbia	Amaral	(UNESP,	Brazil)	–	Secretary	
• Ubiratan	d’Ambrosio	(UNIAN,	Brazil)	–	Honorary	President	
• Marcelo	Borba	(UNESP,	Brazil)	
• Rute	Borba	(Universidade	Federal	de	Pernambuco,	Brazil)	
• Marcos	Cherinda	(Universidade	Pedagógica	de	Moçambique)	
• Lianghuo	Fan	(University	of	Southampton,	UK)	–	Co-chair	
• Victor	Giraldo	(Universidade	Federal	do	Rio	de	Janeiro,	Brazil)	–	Local	Chair	
• Patricio	Herbst	(University	of	Michigan,	USA)	
• Marja	van	den	Heuvel-Panhuizen	(Universiteit	Utrecht,	Netherlands)	
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with the support of the Brazilian funding agencies CNPq and CAPES and of the Brazilian 
Mathematics Education Society (SBEM), the Brazilian Society of Mathematics (SBM), and the 
Brazilian Society of Applied and Computational Mathematics (SBMAC). 
 
The Conference had been attended by more than 200 participants – from all the five continents. The 
ICMT-2 comprised 5 plenary lectures, organised three thematic symposia with 20 contributions and 
eight workshops, among them six especially for Brazilian teachers. The oral communications were 
organised in nine thematic sections, with together 66 communications, and a poster session with 17 
contributions.  
In the preparation of ICMT-2, special emphasis has been given to two dimensions for textbook 
analysis: it is linguistics, for analysing the text of textbooks, and in particular for the role of signs 
and, as the particularity of mathematical texts, for diagrams. Likewise, historicity is another 
peculiarity of mathematical texts and so there was emphasis on history of mathematics. Both 
dimensions had been represented by plenary talks and by thematic sections. 
 
The contributions submitted after the Conference for the Proceedings have been peer-reviewed. 
Alas, we regret the delay in publishing the Proceedings, but one has to the unexpected burdens in 
editing imposed by the great number of submitters who did not care to apply the template. 
 
At present, already the III International Conference on Mathematics Textbook Research and 
Development is being prepared, for September 2019 in Paderborn (Germany), revealing that the 
initiative of 2014 turned into a series of conferences showing the productive character of the 
research area. 
 
in the November of 2018 
Gert Schubring 
Lianghuo Fan 
Victor Giraldo 
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TEXTBOOKS FOR MILLIONS: THE BRAZILIAN 
MATHEMATICS TEXTBOOK ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 

João Bosco Pitombeira de Carvalho 

 
Abstract 
We review, very briefly, the history of government textbook policies in Brazil as a background to our 
discussion of the Brazilian national mathematics textbook assessments for PNLD, Programa 
Nacional do Livro Didático (National textbook program). It started for the 1997 school year and 
evolved gradually to assess textbooks for public elementary, middle and high schools. We discuss the 
program´s main features, its positive aspects, the problems it faces, its relationship with publishers 
and indicate what remains to be done. 
 
Introduction 
Let´s start with some numbers. For the 2016 school year (February 2016-November 2016, the 
Ministry of Education´s Programa Nacional do Livro Didático (PNLD - National Textbook 
Program) bought and distributed textbooks for (almost) all public school students from Grade 1 (6 
years old children) to Grade 5 (11 years old students). This cost roughly US$ 418,500,000.00 and 
approximately 128,600,000 textbooks were distributed. For the following school year, 2017, the 
Government bought textbooks for students from Grade 6 through Grade 9. In addition, for the 2018 
school year it bought and distributed textbooks for high school students (1st through 3rd years). 
TABLE 1 shows the global numbers of acquired books, serviced schools, recipient students and the 
total costs from the 2014 through 2017 school years. . 
 

Table 1 

PNLD Books Schools Students Investments1 

(US$) 

2014 157,134,808 121,279 39,403,259 406,000,000.00 

2015 144,291,373 123,947 30,601,3441 454,200,000.00 

2016 128,588,730 121,574 34,513,075 418,500,000.00 

2017 152,351,763 117,053 29,416,511 370,260,220.00 

FNDE- Estatísticas do PNLD (organized by the author) 

If we now look only at mathematics textbooks, the number of books bought for the 2015 school 
year (PNLD-2015) was 7,555,759 distributed by six approved collections (which we call A, B, C, 
D, E and F), out of 15 submitted for assessment (Figure 1). 

                                                             
1 Very approximate values.  
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Figure 1 – Number of mathematics textbooks bought for 2015 (FNDE – Estatísticas do PNLD, organized by 

the author) 
A very important part of PNLD is the mandatory assessment of all books presented by publishers 
for possible acquisition by the Government. Here, we will not discuss the logistic and 
administrative aspects of PNLD, only this assessment, which started with PNLD-1997. In addition, 
we will deal mainly with mathematics textbooks.  
It might seem a dreary subject to study a textbook assessment program. Notwithstanding, we claim 
it is important, since this successful program has definitely influenced, for the better, the quality of 
Brazilian mathematics textbooks and made research on them a respectable academic pursuit. Also, 
because of the amounts of government acquisitions for PNLD as a whole, the relationship between 
publishers and Brazilian governments changed greatly since 1997. 
Ensino Básico, the formal mandatory school education in Brazil for children and youngsters from 
six to seventeen years old, is presently divided into Ensino Fundamental that lasts nine years – 1st 
through 9th grade – and Ensino Médio, which lasts three years. Ensino Fundamental corresponds to 
the elementary (first five grades) – EF1 – and middle (last four grades) – EF2 – schools of many 
countries, and Ensino Médio corresponds to high school ( secondary school). School years run from 
February through November, with a middle-year break in part of July.  
Brazil is divided in 26 Estados (states) and a Distrito Federal (Federal District). Each state is 
divided in municípios (counties). Sates are responsible for Ensino Médio, and counties for Ensino 
Fundamental. 
A word of explanation: the numbering of PNLD – for example PNLD 1997, PNLD, 2011, PNLD 
2017 – refers always to the school year in which the books will be used. Of course, these books are 
assessed previously. This should always be kept in mind, to avoid confusion and 
misunderstandings. 
The official site of FNDE – Fundo Nacional de Desenvolvimento da Educação, at 
www.fnde.gov.br, which makes available information about Brazil’s textbook policies and 
programs is an essential information source for anyone interested in PNLD in the last twenty years, 
including its assessments. Another valuable information source is Memorial do PNLD 
(http:www.cchla.ufrn.br/pnld/) at the Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte, which is 
collecting and preserving the assessments’ memory. 
The success of the mathematics assessments during the time span covered (PNLD 1997 through 
PNLD 2018) was in great part due, I believe, to a competent and dedicated group of persons from 
several institutions that have, in the last 20 years, continuously or not, given their time, knowledge 
and know-how to assure fair and reliable assessments of mathematics textbooks. Among them, I 
would like to mention Adriano Pedrosa de Almeida, Marilena Bittar, Bruno Alves Dassie, Iole 
Druck, Verônica Gitirana, Paulo Figueiredo Lima, Mônica Mandarino, Elisabeth Belfort Moren and 
Elvira Nadai. It has been a privilege to share, each year, many weeks of productive work not only 
with them but with more than 250 persons, from all over the country, that have taken part in the 
assessments. 
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This paper studies the mathematics textbooks assessments for PNLD 1997 through PNLD 2018. 
Starting with PNLD 2019, many important changes that worry educators have been instituted.  
The author of this paper was actively involved with the mathematics textbooks assessments since 
1993, when he coordinated a pilot assessment, which will be mentioned later, until 2017. During all 
these years, he kept extensive documentation that he has constantly used while writing this paper, 
which studies the assessments for PNLD from 1997 through PNLD 2018. Some of the statements 
made in this paper, like “in these two assessments, the improvement of textbook quality due to the 
assessment pressure is obvious” (p. 8), are based on his careful reading and comparison of the 
relevant assessment reports and checklists. They give valuable information on how authors and 
publishers react, along the years, to the assessments.  
The author wishes to thank the editors and the referees, whose suggestions improved this paper. 
A short history of textbook policies in Brazil 
Before 1808, the Portuguese Crown forbade the printing of books in Brazil, and exerted strict 
censorship to avoid the introduction in Brazil of liberal, impious or subversive ideas (Soares 2013, 
p. 40). Starting in 1808, when the Portuguese Crown moved to Brazil, after Napoleon´s invasion of 
the Iberian Peninsula, we see mathematics books translated and printed by the Impressão Régia, the 
State official publishing house, for the professional courses just created in Brazil. We do not know 
much about the elementary mathematics textbooks used during the first half of the 19th century, 
partly because of the badly organized system of “aulas régias”, created in the 18th century to take 
the place of Jesuit schools. 
After independence from Portugal, in 1822, more precisely after 1830, Brazilians started writing 
elementary mathematics textbooks, instead of using translations, mainly from the French language. 
The first elementary mathematics textbook written by a Brazilian and published in Brazil was the 
Compêndio de Aritmética, by Cândido Baptista de Oliveira, in 1832. Of course, all books had to be 
approved by the ruling authorities before being printed and sold. 
In 1837, we witness the establishment of Colégio Pedro II, in Rio de Janeiro, with the first regular 
and sequential secondary education courses in the country and that was instituted as the model 
establishment for high schools. If a provincial high school followed Pedro II´s curricula and 
adopted its textbooks, it was officially accredited and its students had, up to the 1870ties, the right 
to enter post secondary schools (law, medicine and engineering) without passing an entrance 
examination.  
It seems that the first regulation dealing specifically with textbook censorship was instituted in 
1849, in the City of Rio de Janeiro, the seat of the Crown, the Município da Côrte .2 Among other 
things, it stipulated that textbooks used in schools had to be approved by the provincial governor 
(Soares 2013 p. 42). Other provinces followed suit. In 1854, an educational reform created, in Rio 
de Janeiro, the general inspectorship of primary and secondary education, which was in charge, 
among many other duties, to “review, correct, order to be corrected or substitute, when needed, the 
textbooks used in public schools” (Soares 2013, p. 43). The approved legislation also encouraged 
teachers and “learned persons” to write textbooks, with money rewards to the authors of selected 
works. The prize was awarded automatically if a textbook was adopted by Colégio Pedro II. In 
poorly paid occupations, this was indeed a powerful inducement for the production of mathematics 
textbooks not only by mathematics teachers but also by engineers and the military. In the Município 
da Corte, the government also took upon itself the task of distributing the approved textbooks, with 
no cost to the students. Information about this for the empire provinces is scant and unreliable.  

                                                             
 2  Brazil, differently from all other South American countries, did not become a republic after its 
independence from Portugal in 1822: It became an empire which lasted till 1889, when the republic was 
instituted. 
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We will not dwell upon changes in textbook policies for the remaining years of the empire and for 
the early republic. The general inspectorship remained responsible for supervising textbooks. An 
ever present unifying factor in textbook production were the curricula of Colégio Pedro II.  
In 1930 a revolution brought Getúlio Vargas into power, who undertook a sweeping centralizing 
reform of Brazil. His first education minister, Francisco Campos, reorganized secondary and higher 
education in 1931. In 1937, a new minister of education, Gustavo Capanema, created the Instituto 
Nacional do Livro (INL, National Book Institute) with the task of publishing important books, a 
national encyclopaedia and a national dictionary. Besides, it should promote the establishment of a 
national network of public libraries. In the following year, 1938, the Comissão Nacional do Livro 
Didático (CNLD, National Textbook Committee) was instituted, responsible for all legislation 
concerning the production and circulation of textbooks (Decreto-Lei n° 1.006/38). CNLD was the 
first national committee to control all textbook production in Brazil (Filgueiras 2008).  
The Comissão was initially composed by seven members, chosen by the President, and “renowned 
for their pedagogical expertise and unimpeachable moral principles” (Decreto-Lei n° 1.006/38, 9, 
§1). They could not have any commercial relationship with publishing houses and, at first, 
textbooks they wrote could not be presented for assessment. Teachers and school principals were 
free to choose any book approved by the committee. Rejected works could not be used in either 
private or public schools. 
The law (Decreto-Lei n° 1.006/38, 20) listed 11 politic and ideological criteria for assessing 
textbooks and only five didactical and pedagogical ones (Oliveira, Guimarães, Bomény 1984, p.35). 
The last stated that textbooks could not present scientific or technical errors, violate fundamental 
pedagogical ideas and must follow the didactical principles officially adopted. All elementary 
school textbooks had to be written in Portuguese. 3 
Among the  duties of the Comissão were (SOARES and ROCHA 2005, p 89): 

a) Assess the books presented and approve or disapprove them. 
b) Stimulate textbook production and provide advice about the importation and adaptation 

of foreign works. 
In 1945, the government issued a law consolidating the several legal statutes about textbook 
assessment, production and use passed from 1938 on. Among other stipulations, the law stated 
unequivocally that only teachers or school principals could choose textbooks for school use. 
Meanwhile, the commission continued to struggle with the task of assessing an ever increasing 
amount of books (Dassie 2012, p. 96). An official list of approved books was issued only in 1947.  
In 1966, during Brazil’s military dictatorship, the Ministry of Education (MEC) and the United 
States Agency for International Development (USAID) signed an agreement that instituted the 
Comissão do Livro Técnico e Livro Didático (COLTED), to finance and organize the production, 
publication and distribution of textbooks. This provided MEC with funds to distribute 51 million 
books in a three year period. Besides, many books were translated or written and distributed by the 
program. This agreement was very important, because it marks the beginning of large scale free 
book distribution by the government. 
Five years later, in 1971, MEC created a new program to substitute COLTED, Programa do 
LivroDidático para o Ensino Fundamental (PLIDEF – Elementary and middle school textbook 
program), run by Instituto Nacional do Livro (INL – National Book Institute).  
From then on, the task of buying and distributing textbooks, and sometimes other school materials, 
was in charge of a succession of federal agencies, like Fundação Nacional do Material Escolar 
(FENAME – National Foundation for School Materials) and Fundação de Assistência ao Estudante 
(FAE, Student Assistance Foundation). At last, in 1985, PNLD was instituted by law (Decreto Lei 

                                                             
3 This stipulation was aimed at the networks of ethnic schools in Brazil, mainly the German ones. They were 
forced to follow the official curricula issued by MEC, and to use only textbooks written in the Portuguese 
language (Ferreira 2008). 
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no.91542), with several important characteristics, among which we stress the following: Textbooks 
will be chosen by teachers and the federal government assumes the cost of distributing books for all 
students in the first two grades of the public school system and community owned schools. We call 
attention that there was no assessment of the books teachers could choose. Publishers presented lists 
of the books they were willing to sell and these lists were consolidated into a catalogue from which 
teachers had to select their textbooks. This was an excellent occasion to empty the publishing 
houses’ storage rooms of unsold books. 
The details of Brazil’s textbook policies, programs and federal agencies from1938 through 1984 
can be found in (Filgueiras 2011). In the period 1985-1997 there were no national assessments and 
we witness a clear loss of textbooks quality, as shown by the results of the national assessments that 
started with PNLD 1997. 
Taking into account the many complaints of teachers and educators in general about the very poor 
quality of textbooks, MEC instituted, in 1993, a commission with two tasks: firstly, to establish 
criteria for the assessment of textbooks bought by PNLD.4 Secondly, to assess the 10 most bought 
textbooks for each school year, from grade 1 through 4. 
The report of this commission (MEC, FAE, PNLD 1994) was staggering. In mathematics for 
example, 54 books were examined, of which only seven (13%) passed the criteria established by the 
commission. In other areas, the situation was even worse. Summing up its findings, the 
mathematics group wrote (MEC, FAE, PNLD 1994, p. 61):  

“[T]he mathematics group was surprised by the poor quality of the texts, the repetition of the 
same mathematical errors in almost all books, the very poor illustrations, wrong language and 
disrespect of the child intelligence, due to ridiculous or senseless contextualization. (...) There is 
imprecise or obscure language, which makes its understanding by the student difficult (...)”  

The media had a field day and quoted extensively from the report, which was supposed to be 
distributed to all schools. Publishers, through their professional associations, protested forcefully. A 
high MEC official said that the report was very pessimistic, like all academic studies, and it was 
better to have a bad book than no book at all. He did not stop at words and halted distribution of the 
report. It seemed the case was closed, that things would go on as always.  
The History of the Assessment Program  
In 1994, MEC decided to institute an assessment as a mandatory part of PNLD. Of course, there 
were several reasons for doing so, besides genuine concern about the quality of the textbooks used 
by millions of children at school. At the time, Brazil negotiated substantial loans for educational 
programs with international agencies, like the World Bank. This institution stressed the importance 
of good textbooks to compensate for poorly trained teachers, mentioning that in many countries 
these books impose de facto curricula and are very cheap (Torres 2000, p. 135). The bank also 
recommended that textbook production to be left to privately owned publishing houses and that the 
government should publish guides (catalogues with comments) to help teachers to select their 
textbooks. Besides, international organizations began to insist on accountability and program 
evaluation. We also mention that such an assessment would generate very positive media coverage 
for MEC,5 because of widespread criticism of textbooks quality. 
The legal basis for the assessments is provided by the Brazilian Constitution (1988) and by the 
National Education Act (Lei de Diretrizes e Bases da Educação Nacional), of 1996. The first 
declares that public education of good quality has to be provided by the State; the second affirms 

                                                             
4 The mathematics commission had five members, indicated by scientific and educational associations: Anna 
Franchi, Iara Augusta da Silva, João Bosco Pitombeira de Carvalho (coordinator), Martha Maria de Souza 
Dantas and Tânia Maria Mendonça Campos. 
5 During the first years of the assessment program, MEC “fed” the press with the worst and most colorful 
errors found in the assessed textbooks. These “pearls”, as they were informally called, sometimes made first 
page headlines in some of the most widely read newspapers in Brazil. 
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that it is the State duty to provide assistance to students, with didactic materials, transportation, food 
and health services. Besides, MEC is, by law, in charge of supervising the country´s educational 
system, including the watching over its quality. The government successfully used these legal facts 
when Associação Brasileira de Editores de Livros Escolares (ABRELIVROS, Brazilian association 
of textbook publishers), went to court in 1996 against the assessment, claiming that the government 
violated schoolteachers right to choose the textbooks they would be working with. 
We describe and comment, next, the assessments carried out for PNLD 1997 through PNLD 2000, 
which we might consider the consolidation period of the assessment program. Of course, we cannot 
cover all details and present only the mainlines of the program evolution. 
Consolidation of the program: the first assessments, PNLD 1997 – PNLD 2000 
Planning for PNLD 1997 at MEC started in 1994. It was carried out in 1995 and 1996, and the 
books were in classrooms of the first four grades, all over the country, in February 1997. For the 
first time since 1985, publishers could not choose what they were willing to sell to the government. 
Now, they could sell only books successfully assessed by the MEC. 
The assessment preparation involved, first, the choice, by MEC, of the coordinators for the 
assessment groups, one for each school discipline; many persons who had participated in the 1993 
pilot assessment were chosen as coordinators for the different school subjects. After this, each area 
coordinator, jointly with MEC’s officials directly responsible for the assessment, proposed a set of 
criteria, which were subsequently discussed with textbook authors and publishers, and researchers 
in the teaching of the different school subjects (MEC, FAE, CENPEC 1996, p. 165). This 
preparation also involved the planning of the whole assessment process, with the discussion and 
definition of the role of each participant. The result of all these preparations was consolidated in a 
public call for books, addressed to publishers. The assessment criteria for the mathematics 
assessment were based on the ones established in 1993, of course with improvements. 
One of the major concerns during the first assessment preparation was the choice of assessors. In 
the case of mathematics, care was taken to select assessors with varied backgrounds, coming from 
different regions of the country. The assessors had to agree to a confidentiality clause until the 
assessment results were published and to state they had had no dealing with textbook publishers or 
authors of books presented for assessment during the preceding three years. Obviously, they could 
not be authors of books being assessed. 
During the preparation for PNLD 1997 it was decided which documents the assessors had to write 
and how they would proceed to do so. These arrangements have been followed, with variations, 
until PNLD 2018: Each book is assessed by a team of two experts that, independently, fill out a 
detailed individual checklist which covers all items the assessors are supposed to consider. Next, in 
a meeting, each team works together and consolidates their individually filled checklists into a joint 
checklist and propose that the book be accepted or excluded. For all books, the pair of its assessors 
write a detailed report, called parecer, listing the reasons for approval or exclusion. In the case of 
accepted books, they also write a short report, called a resenha (summary) to be included in the 
catalogue called Guia do Livro Didático (textbook guide) sent to all schools, and from which 
teachers choose their textbooks.  
The difficulties of writing a resenha were discussed at length. How to make it an effective help to 
teachers? Is it a condensed form of the textbook report or an independent text? What to select in the 
report to be included in the resenha? How to transform the technical and academic language of a 
report into a text understood by and helpful to school teachers? 
In PNLD 1997, books could be excluded (EXC), not recommended (NR), recommended with 
restrictions (RR) or recommended (REC).Teachers could choose books from the three last 
categories. The compromise to allow teachers to choose not recommended books was made to give 
teachers time to adapt themselves to the new standards of quality, because the1993 pilot assessment 
had shown that most of the textbooks in use at that time would be excluded in any forthcoming 
assessment. Indeed, in PNLD 1997, the excluded and not recommended books represented a little 
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more than 50% of the total! Also, only 27,5 % of the books were approved without any restriction, 
as shown by Table 2. 

Table 2 

Results of the Mathematics Assessment for 
PNLD 1997 

 Number of 
books 

(%) 

Recommended (Rec) 25 27.5 

Recommended with 
Restrictions (RR) 

16 17.6 

Not Recommended (NR) 37 40.7 

Excluded (Exc) 13 14.3 

Totals 91 100 
 

(MEC/FNDE 2000, results organized by the author) 

Publishers exacted from MEC the promise that the list of the excluded books would not be 
published, and that a new assessment for the first four grades would happen for the following 
school year, 1998. 
In the assessment for PNLD 1998, the categories used were strongly recommended (RD) 
recommended, (REC), recommended with restrictions (RR), not recommended (NR) and excluded 
(EXC). The strongly recommended category (RD, recomendado com distinção) was created to 
induce teachers to choose exceptionally good books. This happened, but most teachers went back, 
in the following years, to more conventional and down to earth books. The results were the 
following. 

Table 3 

Results of the Mathematics Assessment for 
PNLD 1998 

 Number 
of 

books 

(%) 

Strongly Recommended 
(RD) 

6 6.7 

Recommended (REC) 26 28.9 

Recommended With 
Restrictions (RR) 

25 27.8 

Not Recommended (NR) 28 31.1 

Excluded (EXC) 5 5.6 

Totals 90 100 
MEC/FNDE 2000, results organized by the author 

To compare the results of this assessment with those of PNLD 1997, we group together the strongly 
recommended books and recommended books, as shown in FIGURE 2. 
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Figure 2 (MEC/FNDE 2000, results organized by the author) 

 First, we notice a strong decrease of excluded books, which is understandable, since many 
excluded books in PNLD 1997 were not re-submitted in PNLD 1998. The same is true for the not 
recommended books. In addition, some books were revised or updated, with a corresponding 
upgrade in their classification. In these two assessments, the improvement of textbook quality due 
to the assessment pressure is obvious. 6 
If we compare the choices made by teachers of all school subjects for PNLD 1997 and PNLD 1998, 
we have the percent results shown in TABLE 4. 
 

Table 4 

Teachers´ Choices In PNLD 1997 and PNLD 1998, 
for all School Subjects, in Percentual Values 

 1997 1998 

RD --- 21.88% 

REC 19.64% 14.64% 

RR 8.46% 22.15% 

NR 71.90% 41.33% 
Guia de Livros Didáticos, PNLD 2000. 

We see that, when we consider all school subjects, the “shift” towards the lower part of the 
categories’ spectrum is even stronger than in mathematics. Unfortunately, so far, this characteristic 
of the mathematics area has not been sufficiently studied to allow explanation. Carvalho and Lima 
(unpublished) suggested this was due to a more consensual view of school mathematics in Brazil, 
nurtured by the many congresses and meetings of mathematics education. The divergent points of 
view of the “new math” movement were long gone and there have not been “maths wars” recently 
in Brazil. 
Starting with PNLD 1998, the three categories, RD, REC, RR were identified by stars in the Guia 
de Livros Didáticos, with respectively, three, two and one star. Publishers objected vehemently to 
this and a protracted battle on the subject was eventually won by them; since PNLD 2005, there 
have been only two categories, approved or excluded. 
Then, we have the first assessment of books for grades 5 through 8, in PNLD 1999, with the results 
shown in TABLE 5.  
 
 

                                                             
6 These conclusions are based on the personal files of the author, who coordinated the 1997, 1998, 1999 and 
2000 assessments. 
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Table 5 

PNLD 1999 – Assessment of Mathematics Textbooks 
for Grades 5 through 8 

 Books % 

RD 4 5,6 

REC 16 22,2 

RR 18 25,0 

EXC 34 47,2 

Totals 72 100 
(MEC/FNDE 2000, results organized by the author) 

We see, once again, that the excluded books make up almost half of the total of the submissions. A 
noteworthy evolution of the assessment was the extinction of the category of not recommended 
books, which was really a contradiction in terms. 
Next, we have PNLD 2000, again an assessment of books for the first four grades. Its main 
distinguishing feature was that, from that year on, publishers could present only complete 
collections for assessment, even though the exclusion of one of their volumes did not disqualify the 
whole collection. Besides, with the growing demands on the area coordinators, adjunct coordinators 
were added. Furthermore, the assessment criteria were refined: collections could now be excluded 
because of bad or inappropriate didactical methodologies. The assessment results are shown in 
TABLE 6. 

Table 6 

PNLD 2000 – Assessment of Mathematics 
Textbooks for Grades 1 through 4. 

 Number of 
books 

% 

RD 16 13.1 

REC 24 19.7 

RR 38 31.1 

EXC 44 36.1 

Totals 122 100 
(Personal files of the author) 

In the same year, 2000, the MEC established the Comissão Técnica do Livro Didático (Textbook 
Technical Committee), on the one hand to advise MEC on textbook policy, on the other hand to 
supervise, for MEC, the carrying out of the assessments. The following year, 2001, this committee 
issued a very important document, Recomendações para uma política pública de livros didáticos 
(Batista 2001) (Recommendations for textbook public policies). The report proposed a 
comprehensive approach to a policy of didactic materials, not only textbooks: dictionaries, setting 
up of school libraries, supplementary reading material, maps, literary works adapted for use with 
children and youngsters, use of several media in the teaching and learning process, etc. The 
Comissão Técnica considered all these as a galaxy with the textbook at its centre. These proposals 
slowly implemented. In addition, in 2001, the Comissão Técnica organized a pilot research on the 
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choice and use of textbooks used in public schools. This was supposed to be followed by a 
comprehensive research, which so far has not been carried out. 
The assessments for PNLD 1997 through PNLD 2000 were carried out directly by MEC. In 2001, it 
decided to delegate the assessment to a Brazilian private organization with expertise in the 
assessment and evaluation of educational programs. The Comissão Técnica do Livro Didático 
strongly opposed this. Instead, the Comissão Técnica defended forcefully that public universities 
should carry out the assessments, supervised by the Comissão Técnica and MEC. This idea 
prevailed and, starting with PNLD 2002 until PNLD 2018, the assessments were carried out by 
public universities; in the case of mathematics this has been done, until PNLD 2018, by 
Universidade Federal de Pernambuco (UFPe).  
The reason for this recommendation was threefold: Firstly, by their very nature, university 
departments, institutes or schools would not hide their assessing methodologies. Secondly, this 
would foster research on textbooks in the universities. In addition, thirdly, if it were required that 
the selected universities choose members for their assessment teams not only among their 
personnel, but from all over the country, this would create, in Brazil as a whole, an assessment 
community in universities, educational research institutions, laboratory schools and in state and 
county education boards.  
It was very fortunate, particularly for mathematics, that MEC followed Comissão Técnica’s advice 
and delegated the assessment execution to public universities. While in other areas, research on the 
respective textbooks was already active in Brazil, in mathematics not much had been done before 
PNLD (UNICAMP 1989). The assessments fostered the development, in the country as a whole, of 
a mathematics textbook assessment culture and made research on mathematics textbooks a serious 
subject in several mathematics education departments, schools of education and mathematics 
departments. Many doctoral and MSc dissertations have been written on this subject from 2000 on, 
after PNLD had grown roots.7  
During this consolidation period, from PNLD 1997 through PNLD 2000, the assessing criteria were 
discussed with the assessors convened each year and progressively refined. Many lasting features 
were established: how many persons assess each textbook; the reports the assessors have to write, 
the structure of the catalogue that is sent to all schools. At first, the mathematics assessment had 
only a coordinator; starting with PNLD 2000, we have a coordination group with a variable number 
of advisors. In mathematics, since these first assessments, the final reports the experts write are 
reviewed again and again by all the coordinating group and the mathematics representative in the 
Comissão Técnica. One person assumes the role of devil’s advocate, vigorously defending the 
excluded collections and attacking the approved ones. This has guaranteed a very high quality; so 
far, no attempts by authors and publishers to challenge the mathematics assessments have 
succeeded. 
 
Expansion and flowering: PNLD 2002 – PNLD 2013 
PNLD 2002, for grades 1 through 4, was the first assessment performed by UFPe. Publishers 
presented 17 collections, each one with four books. For the first time, each collection was assessed 
as a whole: if one of its books was disqualified, the whole collection was excluded. Of the 68 books 
presented, 34 had never been assessed before. The results were the following 
 

                                                             
7 An ongoing project undertaken by this author and other persons involved with the mathematics assessments 
has already listed almost 130 MSc or PhD dissertations dealing with mathematics textbooks or PNLD 
policies, and there are more to locate. 
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Table 7 

PNLD 2002 
Assessment of Mathematics Textbooks for Grades 

1 through 4.  

 
Number of books % 

RD 12 17,65% 

REC 20 29,41% 

RR 20 29,41% 

EXC 16 23,53% 

Totals 68 100% 
(Personal files of the author) 

It is interesting to compare the results of the two first assessments of books for grades 1 though 4, 
respectively for 1999 and 2002 (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3 (Personal files of the author) 

 
We notice a considerable percent increase in the best category (RD) from 5.6% to 17.7%. There 
were modest percent increases in the REC and RR categories (respectively from 22.2% to 29.4% 
and from 25% to 29.4%), and a very good percent reduction in the number of excluded books, from 
47.2% to 23,6%. 
From that year on, the textbook policies proposed in the report written by the ComissãoTécnica in 
2001, (Batista 2001) were gradually implemented. FNDE started the distribution not only of 
textbooks for elementary, middle and high schools, but also of textbooks for adult education classes 
and for rural schools, dictionaries, geographic atlas, supplementary reading material for students, 
books for school libraries, all of them assessed.8  
Starting with PNLD 2005, MEC finally bowed to publishers, and stopped ranking approved 
textbooks: From that year on, there were only two categories, approved and excluded books. 
Assessment of high school books started in 2004, as a pilot project, not part of PNLD. The 
following year, this program became nationwide. In 2009, high school mathematics textbooks were 
assessed again, this time by Sociedade Brasileira de Matemática (Brazilian Mathematical Society). 
Three years later, all textbooks assessments were incorporated into PNLD, and UFPe carried out 
PNLD 2012. 
                                                             
8 This expansion was reversed, from 2014 on: now, FNDE buys just textbooks. 
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PNLD 2010, for elementary school (EF1), had a new structure. In that year, this school level was 
increased from four to five years. The first two years of this period had classes only in Portuguese 
language and alfabetização matemática, that is, mathematical literacy, basic mathematics for six 
and seven years old children. In 2013, this was increased for 3 years. From PNLD 2010 on, all 
assessments of textbooks for elementary school (EF1) have been divided in those two parts: 
collections for these initial years (first, 2 years; later on3 years), and collections for the final years 
(first, 3 years; later on 2 years). 
A very important fact was a law (Law 7084, of January 27, 2010 ), passed in 2010, which made the 
pedagogical assessment of books for PNLD mandatory. It also created the category of conditionally 
approved collections, that is, collections that can be approved if authors and publishers correct 
minor mistakes found during the assessment process. Besides, publishers could now appeal against 
the exclusion of a collection. We mention again that in mathematics, so far, no appeals have been 
successful. 
 Changes and curtailments: PNLD 2014 – PNLD 2018 
In an attempt to “modernize” the teaching and learning processes, MEC decided to distribute digital 
textbooks, starting with PNLD 2014. Publishers could submit traditional collections or collections 
that, besides the printed books, had pdf versions with links to multi-media material, called “digital 
objects”. In mathematics, the quality of these objects was very bad, and just a few digital 
collections were approved. This experience continued until PNLD 2017, with some variations. 
Because of lack of funds, the digital collections approved for PNLD 2016 and PNLD 2017 were not 
bought and for PNLD 2018 only paper collections could be submitted. It is a pity that MEC stopped 
buying digital materials: in the same way that paper textbooks improved slowly since the beginning 
of the assessments, we hoped to see improvement in the new digital collections. In this period, the 
mathematics assessment coordination developed, with considerable success, an innovative 
methodology for the assessment of digital collections.  
Starting with PNLD 2016, institutions had to compete to carry out the assessments. In mathematics, 
there was very little competition. In the other areas, competition slowly diminished. At first, 
institutions had little idea of the program complexities and of the requirements they had to satisfy 
and were disqualified and did not renew their attempts. Also, the government was taking some very 
disquieting decisions concerning PNLD, and there were rumours that much more was to come. 
Thus, for PNLD 2018, in some areas, it was so difficult to find institutions willing to compete that 
the deadline for applications had do be extended and members of the Comissão Técnica had to 
convince groups to compete.  
Political developments in Brazil culminated in a change of government in 2016. The pressures on 
the assessments became stronger with the new government and PNLD as a whole came under heavy 
attack. It was considered too expensive; it would be better to allocate the money to the several state 
boards of education (Secretarias Estaduais de Educação) and let them choose and buy books as they 
saw fit. Also, pressure from conservative groups increased constantly. They had strident complaints 
against the approved textbooks for science and social studies. Some of these groups were against 
the presentation, in science books, of evolution as a scientific theory; it should at most be 
mentioned as a hypothesis, they said. In social studies, a more controversial area, some groups were 
against presenting, for example, Mao Zedong’s accomplishments in uniting china. Others were 
squarely against discussing gender issues, as done in some textbooks. All these groups had access 
to the media and influence with congressional representatives, who often complained of distortions 
in the assessments, claiming it was in the hands of irresponsible university professors who had no 
direct experience with children and youngsters’ education. It was said that the assessments carried 
out by the universities had ideological bias and the Federal Government had no control of its 
results. In addition, because of the severe Federal Government financial crisis the assessment 
budget was drastically cut. The Comissão Técnica that had been an advisory board on textbook 
policies became just a pro-forma ratifying body of policies formulated without its participation. As 
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a result, in 2017, the government passed Law 9099. As stressed by government officials, control of 
the assessment was thereby taken away from the universities and concentrated in MEC, starting 
with PNLD 2019. A disquieting fact was the inclusion of confessional  schools  among the ones 
serviced by PNLD. 
For PNLD 2018, MEC set up a data bank from which half of the assessors had to be chosen by lot 
(until then, assessing experts were chosen by the universities that carried out the assessments). In 
mathematics, since PNLD 2000 a patient process of weeding out resulted in a very good group of 
assessors, into which, each year, new members were added, while others were discarded. As of 
PNLD 2019 all the assessors must be chosen by lot from the data bank. 
Besides, the Comissão técnica, whose members are all chosen by the Minister of Education, was 
very enlarged, and will include from PNLD 2019 on, members from several scientific, educational 
and professional   organizations, some of them   with specific agendas to fight for. Until now, books 
had to last three years, excepting the ones for first grade. As a bow to publishers, from PNLD 2019 
on books shall be disposable, that is, students may write answers on them, and thus they cannot be 
handed over to next year’s students.  
This history of twenty years of the mathematics textbook assessment program does not, as all 
histories, dwell upon all details. We now describe some particular points of the program, sometimes 
commenting their evolution. 
Some specific points of the assessments 
The assessments are part of Programa Nacional do Livro Didático (PNLD – National Textbook 
Program), a long chain of steps designed to deliver textbooks to (almost) all public schools in the 
country before the first school day of each year (First workday in February). The assessment is 
funded by Fundo Nacional de Desenvolvimento da Educação (FNDE – National Education 
Development Fund), created in 1968, that finances many MEC, among them the distribution of 
books and other school materials. 
Since PNLD 1997, this chain of steps begins when FNDE issues a call for publishing houses 
interested in selling textbooks. This is a legally binding very long document, which, among many 
things, deals with the technical characteristics the books must have, like size, paperweight, 
maximum number of pages, among others; it also stipulates the legal framework, like copyright 
rights, the deadline for books submission, and so on. And it includes the assessment criteria, both 
general, for all school disciplines, and the  specific ones, for each area. 
Assessment criteria 
The two groups of criteria have varied slightly along the years, and we summarize them as follows. 
General criteria that the collections must conform to   (freely translated): 

a) Comply with the laws and other legal documents related to Brazilian education. 
b) Obey the ethical and democratic principles that underlie a republican and just 

society. 
c) The collection methodology should be in accordance with the methodological 

principles propounded in the Teacher´s Manual. 
d) Present correctly concepts, information and procedures. 
e) Promote interdisciplinarity. 
f) The editorial project must be in line with the collection´s didactical, scientific and 

pedagogical goals.  
The laws and legal documents mentioned in a) define the goals of elementary, middle and high 
school. Besides, a) and b), jointly, forbid any kind of discrimination whatsoever. In addition, the 
collections must also show the variety and the richness of the several cultures that make up 
Brazilian society, in particular the contribution of African Brazilians. Besides, we have the children 
and youngsters statute (Estatuto da criança e do adolescente, Law 8069 of July 13th 1990) that 
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specifies their rights and need of protection and Senior citizens act (Estatuto do Idoso, Law 10741 
of October 1st  2003). 
The specific criteria for mathematics are (freely translated): 
• The collection must present all fields of school mathematics, adapted to the student’s 

cognitive abilities, (for elementary and middle schools (EF1 And EF2); and  numbers and 
operations, geometry, measurements, algebra data analysis and probability, for High school 
–  Ensino Médio). 

• The collection must stimulate the development of basic cognitive abilities by the student, 
such as observation, comprehension, argumentation, analysis, synthesis, communication of 
mathematical ideas, memorization. 

• The collection must stress concept development and the power of mathematics for solving 
problems. 

• The teacher´s manual must show the didactical choices available to the teacher and how to 
select, if he wants to, the topics that will be presented and in which order this might be done.  

• The teacher´s manual must present detailed answers to all problems and exercises and guide 
the teacher on how to make the best use of them. 

• The collection cannot advertise goods, commercial services or brands of any kind. 
The bolts and nuts of the assessment 
From PNLD 1997 through PNLD 2018, the starting point of each mathematics assessment was a 
meeting of  all persons involved in the project. The group studied the assessment criteria, learned 
how to fill out the checklists and how to write the required reports. After this, each one received the 
collections she or he was going to assess. Usually, they had one month to work with each 
collection.  
Each expert filled out a long checklist, which covered the contents and methodology of both the 
student book and the teacher´s manual, and proposed that the collection be accepted, excluded or 
should be corrected before being accepted. After this, the two experts met and filled out a detailed 
joint checklist and wrote a joint report stating clearly the reasons for their decision. If the collection 
was approved or should be corrected, the team wrote, jointly, a short summary, called resenha of 
their report to be included in a catalogue sent to all schools in the country. These resenhas had a 
common structure, and were divided in sections that dealt with specific features of the book so that 
the teacher could have an idea of how the author deals with the mathematics content and what are 
its methodological characteristics. There was also a discussion of the teacher´s manual and 
suggestions on how to use the book in the classroom. If the team in charge of a collection did not 
agree on a decision concerning its status, the coordination asked someone else to examine the 
collection. 
After the assessors turned in their reports, the coordinating group started to organize all this 
material. Three difficulties were always present: 

a) What is the boundary between a serious error which will automatically exclude the whole 
collection and a minor mistake that can be corrected by authors and publishers? 

b) How can one be sure that problems which excluded a collection are not present in approved 
ones? 

c) For approved collections, does the resenha match the detailed report? Is there any 
disagreement between them? Does it faithfully present the collection to teachers looking for 
the textbook they will use? Is it really helpful for the teacher?  

These difficulties were tackled by the coordinating group with intensive work during several 
months, reading over and over all checklists, reports, resenhas, cross-checking them with the actual 
textbooks. 
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The catalogue of approved textbooks 
The Guia de Livros Didáticos, 9 has changed considerably during these twenty years of the 
assessments, from PNLD 1997 through PNLD 2018. At first, it contained just an introduction 
describing its purpose and a commented list of the approved collections.10 Now, it consists of an 
introductory message to teachers and texts that: stress the importance of choosing a good textbook; 
discuss the role of mathematics in school and society; present the assessment criteria; describe   the 
resenhas’ structure and how to use them efficiently to help to select a textbook; discuss the 
characteristic of the approved collections. In addition, of course, the resenhas for all the approved 
collections. 
A resenha, in PNLD 1997 a simple text that described the textbook and pointed out its strong and 
weak points, evolved along the years until it reached its very structured form in PNLD 2018:  first, 
comes a small presentation of the collection, stressing its good points and its eventual weaknesses, 
followed by a list of the collection’s contents, year by year. After this, we find several sections, as 
follows: 
1 – Content organization, which discusses the distribution, for each year, of the big areas of school 
mathematics (numbers, geometry, measurements and data handling, for elementary and middle 
school; numbers, algebra, geometry, statistics and probability, for high school). 
2 – Content presentation, which discusses how the collection presents each big are of school 
mathematics. 
3 – Didactical methodology, which discusses the didactical choices made by the collection’s 
authors. 
4 – Contextualization and interdisciplinarity, which discusses if they are genuine or artificial, just a 
pretext to satisfy the requirements set by the Edital. 
5 – Contributions to the student citizenship, which discusses whether the collection contributes to a 
critical consciousness of society’s problems and promotes the principles of a just, democratic 
society, without prejudices of any kind. 
7 – Editorial project and language use and correction, which discusses whether the editorial project 
promotes readability, the contents are easily identified, the illustrations are useful or just ornaments, 
graphs and maps are accurate and follow the prescribed norms for their presentation, and whether 
the language is correct and there is a variety of textual types. 
8 – Teacher’s Manual, which discusses whether it presents the authors’ conception of school 
mathematics and its role in society, the pedagogical and didactical choices made, whether the 
Manual  is really helpful to the teacher, both in content and for planning his course, and whether it 
has the answers to all proposed exercises, has extra projects and activities and bibliographical 
references for further study by the teacher. 
9 – In the classroom, which discusses the care the teacher must have to make good use of the book. 
What have been the effects of the mathematics assessment program? 
First and paramount, the improvement in the quality of the textbooks used throughout the country 
by millions of children and youngsters attending the public school system. In the early days of the 
assessment program, there were books which stated, for example, that a quadrilateral is a figure 
formed by four angles or that presented situations in which the total of percent shares exceeded 
100%. These extreme cases do not occur anymore. Of course, there are no perfect books, even the 
ones we ourselves write. 
Nationwide textbooks assessments in Brazil stopped in 1985 (Filgueiras 2011). From that year until 
1997, there were no assessments at all. The quality of mathematics textbooks became very low as 
shown by the pilot assessment of 1993 and by PNLD 1997, and steadily improved thereafter, as 
                                                             
9 All the catalogues can be downloaded from www.fnde.gov.br/programas/livro-didatico/guias-do-pnld. 
10 We remind that from PNLD 2000 on, only complete collections could be presented by publishers and that 
from PNLD 2002 on, if a book in a collection was excluded, the whole collection was ipso facto excluded. 
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shown by the examination of PNLDs assessments reports.11 This is very strong indirect evidence of 
the effects of PNLD’s assessment on the quality of mathematics textbooks. Zúñiga (2007), 
investigated how authors changed and adapted their books to meet the stronger and stronger 
requirements of PNLD.  
A second effect of the assessment program is the growing importance given to textbook studies in 
education and mathematics education research groups all over Brazil, as we have already said. 
Thirdly, as also already told, the establishment of a growing community of teachers and researchers 
that have been members of the assessment. Textbook assessment has become part of many courses 
for prospective mathematics teachers. 
Has the assessment program guaranteed that schools receive “perfect books”? No. The process is 
regulated by a legally binding document (Edital) which has explicit criteria for approval. If a book 
does not clearly violate one or more of these criteria, it cannot be excluded, even if the assessment 
group thinks it should not be used in schools. We are dealing here with a situation completely 
different from the analysis of one or a few textbooks for a Master’s or PhD degree. Assessment is a 
technical, difficult activity that requires trained personnel. Many mathematicians or mathematics 
teachers do not understand this, and claim that the assessment program approves books with errors, 
and that it is inconceivable that MEC put in the hand of children or teachers books that have such 
and such mistakes. Nevertheless, let us remember that mathematical rigor is contextualized: it 
depends on to whom and when you are speaking or writing.  
PNLD and Publishers 
Textbook publishing is big business in Brazil, due to the great number of books the government 
buys each year. It represents, year after year, more than 50% of the total amount of books published 
and sold in Brazil (Cassiano 2005, 2007). The money involved has attracted, in the last decade, 
international publishers (Cassiano 2007). Also, it is a market very dependent on government 
acquisitions. 
Brazil is among the top 10 countries in book sales (Cassiano 2007, p. 96), and textbooks represent 
around 50% of books sold. For the years 2015 and 2016, we have the results shown in Table 8: 

Table 8 

Books Printed in Brazil 

 2015 2016 

Textbooks 221,214,936 220,458,397 

Total 446,848,572 427,188,993 
FIPE, 2016. Table organized by the author 

For the total of textbooks sold in the same years, we have the results shown in Table 9, which 
shows that the textbook industry is greatly dependent on government acquisitions:  

Table 9 

Textbooks Sold in Brazil 

 2015 2016 

to the 
Government  

128,622,634 147,631,141 

To Others 50,772,492 47,962,585 
FIPE, 2016. Table organized by the author 

                                                             
11 Personal files of the author. 
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Prior to 1997, publishers had a perfect situation: an assured market, which grew steadily, because of 
the educational policies to promote inclusion, and no assessment of what they sold. Therefore, it 
was to be expected that they would react strongly against the first PNLD book assessment 
(Munakata 1997). In mathematics, there were no direct attacks to the assessment quality, but to the 
fact that the names of renowned authors were dragged in the mud and that some of them were 
rashly punished because of childish mistakes that had no influence on the student learning process, 
etc. 
In Brazil, there have been few studies of the publishing of mathematics textbooks. We mention, 
Zúñiga’s doctoral dissertation (Zúñiga 2007), that shows how authors and publishers changed their 
collections to fit PNLD’s assessment requirements. Cassiano’s dissertation (Cassiano 2007), does 
not specifically study mathematics textbooks, but how textbook publishing changed in Brazil in the 
last 20 years, particularly during 21st century, with the growing concentration of publishers and the 
presence of big international firms. Meksenas ([1992) and Munakata (1997) have studied the 
publishing of textbooks in general. 
If we compare the first elementary school books assessment, for PNLD 1997 with the assessment of 
the same school grades for PNLD 2016, we see a great decrease in the number of publishers that 
submitted books, from 35 to 11! Even if we take into account the fact that some small publishers 
stopped presenting books, due to lack of success, there is still decrease. If we compare the numbers 
of publishers that presented books for the first three assessments with the publishers for 2016, we 
see a reduction from 16 to 11. The same number of publishers (11) presented books for PNLD 
2018. Of the 15 collections assessed for PNLD 2018 (high school) only three were new collections. 
The situation for the other school grades is similar (personal files of the author). This shows the 
existence of a general pattern: publishers have some collections approved in past assessments that 
are presented repeatedly, and, each time, a few new ones that in most cases are not successful.12 
There are several reports made by persons hired by publishing houses to evaluate manuscripts for 
production that their recommendations are not taken into account. Since there are no studies, at least 
in Brazil, of how publishing houses choose the manuscripts they publish, one cannot speculate on 
this fact. According Venezky (1992)  the same is true for other countries. 
How do authors and publishers react to the errors or small mistakes found in the collections and that 
can be corrected? With a few exceptions, they do not really try to improve their works. The most 
common reaction is to delete errors or paste in a local correction. Informally, we might say that 
publishers have “tamed” the mathematics assessment program. By this, we mean that, due to the 
stability and reliability of the mathematics assessments, they know that collections approved in the 
past will not be disqualified, so they do not see the need to improve them, and send each time, a few 
new collections, in the hope – usually wrong – that they might be approved. So, there is very little 
hope for renovation. 
One new feature is the growing presence of books authored by publishing houses. This practice was 
introduced recently, in the 21st century, by foreign publishers and is increasing. There have been, 
also, adaptations of foreign textbooks to Brazil, with very bad results. 
Some big education firms have also started to sell “educational packages” to states and counties, 
with textbooks, tests and exams, teacher training courses, and so on. Since states counties are not 
forced to accept the books freely distributed by MEC,13 more and more are buying these packages, 
in the hope that they will solve their school problems, particularly now, when there are state or 
national tests to assess school quality. These packages do not pass any assessment, and sometimes 

                                                             
12 Personal files of the author, covering all the assessments, from PNLD 1997 through PNLD 2018. 
13 If a county or state does not want to receive PNLD’s textbooks they must notify MEC. They cannot 
receive these books and, at the same time, pay for some of these packages. Some counties have been sued by 
the Government because of this practice. 
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the quality of their didactic material is very, very low. So far, this new development has not been 
objectively studied, there has been only anguished bemoaning by educators.14 
Final Remarks 
We have listed above some accomplishments and characteristics of the mathematics assessments 
for PNLD, which definitely improved the quality of mathematics textbooks. Let us mention some 
things that remain to be done. 
First of all, there is no research on the way books are chosen and used by teachers. The Comissão 
Técnica has repeatedly asked that this be done, with little avail. The assessment process has been 
continuously refined, but what are the points that make a teacher choose a book? And how do 
teachers use their chosen textbooks? In 2001, there was a pilot research on these two issues, but a 
really comprehensive study has never been undertaken by MEC. Also, the assessments have never 
been evaluated! As a matter of fact, the whole PNLD, a very expensive and complex program has 
never been evaluated! 
There are many critics of PNLD and of its assessments. Discarding proposals of persons who felt 
they were unjustly harmed by the assessments (Sampaio 2010, 2012) there are those that have 
raised important questions about PNLD as a whole and about its assessments for example (Britto 
2011). A recurrent issue is the centralization-decentralization dispute. Why not let states and 
counties select and buy, with funds provided by the central government, the textbooks they will 
use? (Britto 2011). In the first years of the assessment, two states decided not to accept books 
bought by PNLD. One, for political reasons; the other, because it had its own didactic materials, 
including textbooks, that were tailored to the state’s educational and pedagogical planning. The 
state that had opted, for political reasons, not to receive books evaluated by MEC, when faced with 
the complexity of the task of assessing books, negotiating their acquisition and distributing them to 
all schools, gave up when the political complications were past.15 The other state has had a complex 
story in its relationship with PNLD (Romanini 2013). 
What changes should be done in the assessment program? Little thought has been given to this 
issue. One recurring proposal is that MEC institute a certifying procedure; publishers would present 
their collections, any time, that would be assessed and approved, or not, for a certain period. This 
would work more or less like the procedures of the Federal or State agencies that support research. 
So far, there have not been made comparative, objective studies on this point. The present model 
has undergone successive improvements, until it reached, in the case of mathematics, a very good 
“technical level”, as of PNLD 2018. This does not mean that there could not exist other, possibly 
better ways, to assess mathematics textbooks.  
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A MULTIMODAL APPROACH FOR THEORISING AND 
ANALYSING MATHEMATICS TEXTBOOKS 

KAY O'HALLORAN 
 
Introduction 
Mathematics textbooks play a critical role for the construction of mathematical knowledge through 
the ordering, presentation and explanation of mathematical concepts and problems and by providing 
solutions to those problems. As Usiskin (2013) claims, textbooks are "a vehicle for learning 
mathematics", where "the only other vehicle of comparable importance is the teacher" (p. 716). The 
centrality of mathematics textbooks for teaching and learning mathematics remains unchanged in 
the digital age. For example, O'Halloran, Beezer, and Farmer (2018) show that students work 
through online mathematics textbooks according to the coverage of the mathematical content in 
class, with greater use of the textbook prior to tests and exams. In other words, mathematics 
textbooks (hardcopy, pdf and online) are still "the centerpiece of a course" (Usiskin 2013, p. 715). 
It is not surprising that mathematics textbooks play a key role in teaching and learning mathematics. 
Modern mathematics evolved as a written discourse and thus mathematics knowledge is constructed 
in this format, albeit often today in digital form. In addition, mathematics has a systematically 
organised hierarchical knowledge structure within different areas and topics (see Bernstein 1999, 
2000). Mathematics textbooks play a critical role in organising and linking this content. This is 
evident in Figure 1(a), where the student is instructed: "You may recall studying quadratic 
equations in Intermediate Algebra. In this section, we review those equations in the context of our 
next family of functions: the quadratic functions" (Stitz & Zeager 2013, p. 188). Similarly, in 
"Worked Example 6 " in Figure 1(b) the reader is instructed to "recall" and pay "attention" to 
specific content in the instructions highlighted by the red banner (see right hand side of the page). 
It is also immediately evident from Figures 1(a) and 1(b) that mathematical knowledge is 
constructed using language, images and symbolism. The aim of this paper is to investigate how a 
multimodal approach to mathematics textbooks, where the functions of language, images and 
symbolism are taken into account in the construction of mathematical knowledge, sheds further 
light on the nature of mathematical reality and the problems associated with teaching and learning 
mathematics. As noted by Albert Einstein, mathematical symbolism and images are key to deriving 
mathematical ideas:  

 “The words of language, as they are written or spoken, do not seem to play any role in my 
mechanism of thought. The physical entities which seem to serve as elements in thought are 
certain signs and more or less clear images (...). Conventional words or other signs have to be 
sought for laboriously only in a second stage, where the associative play already referred to is 
sufficiently established and can be reproduced at will” Albert Einstein, extracted from a letter to 
mathematician Jacques Hadamard, cited in Cairo (2013, p. 141) 

In what follows, different multimodal approaches are briefly reviewed in order to situate the 
approach adopted here, which is based on Halliday's systemic functional theory (e.g. Halliday, 
2008, 2009a, 2009b). The approach involves the two concepts of 'system' – the architecture and 
underlying organisation of language, image and symbolism which enables these three resources to 
fulfil various functions in mathematics – and 'text' – the actual choices from these systems which 
are found in mathematics textbooks. From this perspective, the symbolism and images are theorised 
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as systems which have evolved to fulfil to certain functions in mathematics through their underlying 
organization and strong semantic links with each other.  

 
Figure 1(a) College Algebra (Stitz & Zeager, 2013, p. 188) 
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Figure 1(b) New Syllabus Mathematics 3 (Yeo et al., 2016, p. 13) 

That is, the two resources work together with language to construct mathematical knowledge, with 
each resource playing a specific role. After considering mathematics in this manner, mathematics 
textbooks are explored in order to show how language, symbolism and images work together to 
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create mathematical knowledge. The nature of linguistic constructions in mathematics textbooks is 
an integral part of this discussion. Lastly, the subsequent problems which arise in teaching and 
learning mathematics are investigated. 
 
Multimodal Approaches 
Multimodal analysis is a rapidly developing field that has largely arisen in linguistics and 
language-related fields in order to study how language combines with other resources (e.g. images, 
gestures, body proxemics and movements, sound and so forth) to create meaning (Bateman, 2014; 
Jewitt, 2014; Jewitt, Bezemer, & O'Halloran, 2016). This research agenda is particularly critical in 
today's digital world where language is typically accompanied by images and other resources such 
as those found in videos and other dynamic media. Jewitt et al. (2016) explain that there are three 
main approaches to multimodality; namely, the systemic functional approach, social semiotics, and 
conversation analysis. The first two approaches are based on Halliday's (1978) social semiotic 
theory of language, which was first extended to images and displayed art by Kress and van 
Leeuwen (2006) and O'Toole (2011) respectively. The systemic functional approach incorporates 
different levels of analysis (i.e. the materiality of the text, the 'grammatical' and discourse systems, 
the genre, and the contexts of the situation and culture). The social semiotic approach also involves 
analysis of the text, which is viewed in terms of social practices. The systemic functional approach 
and the social semiotic approach use the same fundamental principles established by Michael 
Halliday and thus are very similar in terms of theory and analytical approach. The conversational 
analysis approach to multimodality (e.g. Goffman, 1967) is concerned with 'mutually elaborating 
semiotic resources' and the sequential organisation and coordination of semiotic activity in social 
interactions (see Jewitt et al., 2016, p. 91). There are a variety of other multimodal approaches (e.g. 
geo-semiotics, multimodal (inter)action analysis, multimodal ethnography, multimodal corpus 
analysis, multimodal reception analysis (see Chapter 6 in Jewitt et al., 2016)), in addition to 
cognitive approaches to non-verbal and multimodal metaphor (Forceville & Urios-Aparisi, 2009). 
However, the various approaches are not discrete: for example, systemic functional approaches to 
multimodal corpus analysis (i.e. big data) are being developed (O'Halloran et al., 2016). 
In what follows, a systemic functional multimodal approach (O'Halloran & Lim, 2014; O'Halloran, 
Tan, & Wignell, 2018 in press) to mathematics textbooks is adopted to investigate the functions and 
underlying organisation of language, images and symbolism and the contributions of each resource 
for the construction of mathematical knowledge. This work has been underway since the 1990s (e.g. 
Chapman, 1992; Morgan, 1996, 2006). For example, Morgan (2006, p. 237) claims that social 
semiotics and systemic functional linguistics "provide tools that allow a principled description of 
the language of the texts being studied but also structure interpretation of the functioning of the 
texts within their contexts of production and consumption". The areas which have been investigated 
include the multisemiotic nature of mathematics texts (e.g. Lemke, 2003; O'Halloran, 1999, 2005, 
2008, 2015), mathematics classroom discourse (O'Halloran, 2000), the historical evolution of 
mathematics discourse (O'Halloran, 2014), and mathematics, grammar and literacy (O'Halloran, 
2007a, 2007b). Some of these findings, particularly those relating to mathematical symbolism, are 
reviewed in the ensuing discussion. Today, multimodal approaches are a major trend in 
mathematics education research as researchers increasingly investigate the functions of language, 
symbolism and images (e.g. Moschkovich, 2010). For example, Schleppegrell (2007) advocates that 
the multimodal (or multisemiotic) nature of mathematical constructions must be taken into account 
to understand the linguistic difficulties of learning mathematics. In light of these findings, 
mathematical symbolism and images are investigated as resources which have been specifically 
developed in collaboration with language to construct mathematical knowledge. 
Language, images and Symbolism 
Natural language has a range of functions which have evolved over time (e.g. Halliday, 2003, 
2004). That is, language is used to construct our experience of the world in terms of happenings and 
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events (experiential meaning). Language is used to logically connect those happenings, for example 
in terms of additive relations, time, causality and consequence (logical meaning). In addition, 
language is used to enact, maintain and challenge social relations through the expression of affect, 
social distance and status (interpersonal meaning). Lastly, language has resources for organising 
these meanings (textual meaning). The four 'metafunctions' of language (i.e. experiential, logical, 
interpersonal and textual) are realised through a range of grammatical systems which Halliday has 
documented in detail (e.g. Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Martin and colleagues have extended 
these descriptions to discourse systems which operate at the rank of paragraph and text (e.g. Martin 
& Rose, 2007). 
Mathematical symbolism evolved from language, but it developed a different form of underlying 
organisation because it was designed to fulfill different functions. That is, the symbolism was 
designed to describe patterns and relations (experiential meaning), and thus encoded mathematical 
entities, operations and relations in ways which made it possible to derive results (logical meaning). 
As such, the ways in which mathematical symbolism constructs mathematical reality differ from the 
ways which natural language constructs everyday reality. It is possible to track these differences by 
tracing the historical evolution of mathematics discourse. For example, as described in history of 
mathematics (see Nesselmann 1842), algebra initially developed as a form of rhetoric using 
statements and words. The language-based form of algebraic reasoning was dominant until the 16th 
century, when some elements were symbolised. Following this, syncopated algebra that consisted 
of linguistic statements with symbolic elements was developed. In the 16th century, François Viète 
(1540–1603) developed a symbolic algebra where all elements (numbers, variables, operations and 
relations) were symbolised and organised according to specific rules. However, René Descartes 
(1596–1650) created a major breakthrough in the 17th century with the development of Cartesian 
geometry where geometrical problems were solved algebraically. In this process, language, 
symbolism and images became fully integrated, providing access to the semiotic potential of each 
resource and the semantic expansions that took place with movements between them. From here, 
the symbolism was fully developed as a semiotic resource (i.e. a system of signs), providing the 
basis for modern mathematics.  
This raises several questions: i.e. how does the symbolism differ in relation to the functions and 
architecture of natural language? And how do these differences in the symbolism relate to 
mathematical images? These questions are explored by considering the metafunctions of language 
which by default formed the basis for the development of the symbolism.  
1. Experiential meaning (content): Natural language is used to construct human experience and thus 
has underlying systems for structuring thought and reality across the various dimensions of human 
life. On the other hand, mathematics is used to construct certain areas of human experience only; 
the description of patterns and relations (i.e. number, quantity and space). However, knowledge in 
these areas expanded through various innovations. That is, the symbolism was designed to encode 
complex configurations of mathematical entities, operations and relations in a simple and 
unambiguous fashion, making it possible to use and manipulate the symbolic descriptions to derive 
results. A variety of techniques were developed to achieve this goal. For example, general symbols 
were used to represent mathematical participants and operations, and certain mathematical 
operations were ellipsed (e.g. multiplication). Brackets and rules of order were developed so that 
the mathematical operations unfolded in a particular order which was not necessarily in the 
sequential order in which the operations were written. This is a marked departure from language 
where thought and reality are structured around linear sequences of happenings, where each 
happening consists of a limited number of entities and a single process. Furthermore, it was 
possible to represent the symbolic descriptions (in most cases) in graphs, diagrams and other visual 
forms. This was a significant advance because the human visual system functions so that the 
mathematical representation is viewed a whole together with its constituent parts, following Gestalt 
theory (Koffka, 1935). This opens up a new vista for understanding and deriving mathematical 
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results. Namely, symbolic reality can be visualised, resulting in new representations of 
mathematical ideas and concepts that are otherwise unattainable: i.e. "the whole is something else 
than the sum of its parts" (Koffka, 1935, p. 176). In summary, mathematical symbolism provides 
the means for exactly describing the relations and interactions of multiple entities in what is in 
essence a new version of reality. Importantly, this new reality can be visualised, thus making it 
possible to move beyond the realm of its constituent parts. 
2. Logical meaning (logical relations): The symbolism was designed to be unambiguous and easily 
manipulated in order to reorganise mathematical operations and relations, increasing the power of 
the resource as a tool for logical thinking. Significantly, these descriptions combine with visual 
representations to provide insights beyond those possible with the symbolism and language alone. 
The symbolism is the resource through which results are derived and problems are solved, but 
mathematical images play an indispensable role in this process, given that they contribute new 
representations of mathematical reality. That is, both the symbolism and the images are powerful 
tools for thinking, as Einstein points out (cited in Cairo, 2013, p. 141). 
3. Interpersonal meaning (enactment of social relations): Language is used to negotiate social 
relations, hence there are a variety of linguistic systems for this purpose (e.g. speech functions to 
give and request information and goods and services; positive and negative polarity; modality 
systems for expressions of probability, usuality, willingness and obligation; and expressions of 
attitude, judgement and affect). However, mathematical symbolism was not designed to deal with 
the complex interplay of human relations, hence the systems for interpersonal meaning found in 
language were either constrained or removed altogether. For example, mathematics largely consists 
of statements (with information) and commands (to undertake actions). Expressions of probability, 
usuality, willingness and obligation (e.g. might, could, would, should) are replaced with probability 
statements and statistical formulations. As a result, mathematical statements and commands are 
absolute with positive and negative polarity (i.e. "is" and "is not"). Mathematical images are similar, 
given the connections to the symbolism and the nature of the relations which are portrayed. 
Together, the interpersonal stance of mathematics is one of certainty, unlike everyday language 
with its various expressions of certainty, doubt and obliqueness. 
4. Textual meaning (organisation of the message): Mathematical symbolism is a written resource so 
space can be utilised to make meaning (e.g. division, exponents, subscripts and superscripts). The 
use of space as a system for making meaning, together with the spatial layout of mathematical 
content, assists with the economy of the expression in mathematics. Furthermore, the advantages of 
symbolism (economy of expression, simplicity and clearly defined meanings) were combined with 
the advantages of the visual image (representation of the complete mathematical relations and the 
constituent parts), resulting in mathematical formulations which are specifically organised to 
provide immediate and unequivocal access to experiential and logical meanings of the mathematical 
content. 
Together, language, image and the symbolism are formidable tools for constructing mathematical 
reality which focuses on experiential meaning and logical relations with little variation in 
interpersonal meaning. The link between the symbolism and images is critical because the 
mathematical relations can be seen as a whole, providing vital insights when results are derived 
symbolically. That is, the patterns are seen visually, but they are manipulated symbolically. 
Language is used to contextualise the mathematical knowledge which is derived symbolically and 
visually.  
Mathematical knowledge is constructed by accessing the potential of language, images and 
symbolism, together with the ability to move from one semiotic resource to another. The 
significance of the moves between the three resources is well recognised: "In any problem solving 
situation, you are actually translating information from one form to another”, with alternative paths 
for getting from words to symbols (Collingwood, Prince, & Conroy, 2017, pp. ix-x). However, the 
semantic expansions which occur in these translations are less understood. For example, in Figure 
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1(a), linguistically "a function" is a noun (an entity). However, symbolically a function is a complex 
configuration of mathematical entities and operations: e.g. f(x) = ax2 + bx + c. Visually, a function is 
a curve consisting of a series of points which correspond to the various values of x and y. The three 
semiotic versions – the noun (linguistic), the complex of mathematical operations and relations 
(symbolic) and the curve (visual) – are choices from the three different semiotic resources. It is 
possible to give exact translations of each choice, but each choice is not semantically equivalent: 
i.e. a noun ↔ a configuration of mathematical operations and relations ↔ a visual entity with parts. 
These representations of the mathematical content are different and they are used for different 
purposes. In order to investigate this further, extracts from mathematics textbooks are considered 
below, where mathematics textbooks are considered as a genre consisting of sections and 
subsections with clusters of linguistic, symbolic and visual elements. After exploring mathematical 
textbooks and the movements between the three resources in more detail, the implications of the 
multimodal approach for teaching and learning mathematics are considered. 
Mathematical Textbooks 
The systematic organisation of mathematical knowledge is evident in the structure of mathematical 
textbooks. That is, mathematics consists of different areas and topics, each of which are 
documented in various mathematics textbooks. The textbooks consist of chapters with sections and 
subsections. Each chapter has a section heading with sub-sections: e.g. topic headings, theory 
development (with definitions, laws, theorems and other results), theory application (with 
applications of the mathematical content), worked examples, exercises, and solutions (in most 
cases). Examples of subsections from university and school mathematics textbooks are displayed in 
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. Other elements of mathematics textbooks include historical 
anecdotes, photographs of real-life applications of mathematics (e.g. bridges and buildings) and 
other elements designed to attract interest. In this way, mathematics textbook writers attempt to 
provide variations of interpersonal meaning in order to engage readers. Regardless, the structure 
and content of mathematics textbooks (with linguistic, symbolic and visual elements) are 
well-defined and immediately recognisable to anyone who has studied mathematics. Einstein 
explains that language only comes into play in mathematical thinking once the content is 
"sufficiently established [symbolically and visually] and can be reproduced at will” (cited in Cairo, 
2013, p. 141). The mathematical content in mathematics textbooks is reproduced knowledge, thus 
the role of language in this context is first investigated below. 
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Figure 2(a) Structure of Mathematics Textbooks (Stitz & Zeager, 2013, p. 188) 
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Figure 2(b) Structure of Mathematics Textbooks(Yeo et al., 2016, p. 13) 

 
The various subsections of a mathematics textbook have distinct linguistic patterns in terms of 
experiential meaning. For example, topic headings where new content is first introduced are likely 
to contain mental processes (e.g. thinking, recalling) and material processes (actions). Similarly, 
worked examples are likely to contain material processes (e.g. actions). However, when 
mathematical theory is being developed and drawn upon, relational processes (which relate one 
entity to another) are likely to dominate. For example, the various process types from Stitz and 
Zeager (2013, p. 188) are displayed in Figure 3(a), with mental processes (green), material 
processes (red), and relational processes (yellow). These process types are displayed in relation to 
the subsections in Figure 3(b), showing the clusters of process types according to the subsection 
type. Importantly, clusters of relational processes are found when the mathematical content is 
developed (e.g. theory development subsection). Similar patterns of experiential meaning are 
displayed in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) which is a high school mathematics textbook (Yeo et al., 2016, p. 
13). The various clusters of experiential meaning in the subsections of mathematics textbooks 
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reveal how mathematical content is introduced, reviewed and developed. That is, students are 
instructed to carry out actions in certain sections (topic headings introducing new content, the 
instructions in worked examples) but those actions involving working with mathematical content 
which is largely relational in nature, as seen in the theory development subsection (Figure 3(b)) and 
the solutions to problems (Figure 3(d)). Moreover, the symbolism consists of mathematical 
operations and relational processes (O'Halloran, 2005, 2015). In what follows, the relational 
processes (coloured yellow in Figures 3(a) to (d)) are investigated further because these linguistic 
constructions are key to understanding mathematical content. 
 

  
Figure 3(a) Linguistic Patterns (Stitz & Zeager, 2013, p. 188) 
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Figure 3(b) Linguistic Patterns in Sections (Stitz & Zeager, 2013, p. 188) 
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Figure 3(c) Linguistic Patterns (Yeo et al., 2016, p. 13) 
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Figure 3(d) Linguistic Patterns in Question and Solution (Yeo et al., 2016, p. 13) 

The linguistic construction "The solution of a pair of simultaneous linear equations is given by the 
coordinates of the point of intersection of the graphs of the two equations" (Yeo et al., 2016, p. 13) 
(see Figure 3(c)) contains three elements, as displayed in Table 1(a): 
• The relational process: "is given" (in the passive form "is given by").  
• Two entities: "The solution of a pair of simultaneous linear equations" and "the coordinates 

of the point of intersection of the graphs of the two equations"  
Table 1(a): Encoding experiential meaning in language 

The solution of a pair of 
simultaneous linear equations 

is given (by) the coordinates of the point of 
intersection of the graphs of the 

two equations.  

Entity (noun) Relational Process (verb) Entity (noun) 
 
The experiential content is encoded linguistically within the two entities (i.e. the two nouns) which 
are equated with each other through the process "is given by". As can be seen in Table 1(b), the first 
noun "the solution of a pair of simultaneous linear equations" involves two levels of 
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postmodification of the head noun "the solution". A similar pattern is seen in the second noun, "the 
coordinates of the point of intersection of the graphs of the two equations" where there are four 
levels of postmodification. Moreover, some elements of these two nouns (e.g. "the solution", 
"equations" and "intersection") are derived from processes (i.e. "solve", "equate" and "intersect").  

Table 1(b): Encoding experiential meaning in a noun 

The solution of a pair of simultaneous 
linear equations 

Head noun Postmodifier 

  Post-Postmodifier 
 
the coordinates of the point of intersection of the graphs of the two equations 

Head noun Postmodifier 

  Post-Postmodifier 

   Post-Post-Postmodifier 

    Post-Post-Post-Postmodifier 

The example illustrates how experiential meaning is encoded in nouns in mathematical writing. 
This involves a shift from processes (such as solve, equate and intersect) to nouns (solution, 
equation and intersection) with various postmodification (and potentially premodification) 
elements. Halliday (1998, 2006, 2006 [1993]) refers to this semantic shift from processes (or 
happenings) to entities as "grammatical metaphor", where meaning is compressed into nouns. This 
has several important implications. First, mathematical writing is very dense and thus difficult to 
read, write and understand. Second, this grammatical strategy in scientific writing is fundamentally 
different to that found in mathematical symbolism where experiential meaning is encoded as 
embedded groupings of mathematical processes and entities. This is illustrated in the example: "The 
variables x and y are connected by the equation y = 2x2 – 5x – 6", displayed in Table 2. 

Table 2: Encoding experiential meaning in language 

The variables x and y are connected (by) the equation  

y = 2x2 – 5x – 6 

Entity (noun) Relational Process (verb) Entity (noun) 

In Table 2, the two entities are related to each other, and each has a symbolic expression that 
defines the entity (i.e. "the variables x and y" and "the equation y = 2x2 – 5x – 6"). In the entity "the 
equation y = 2x2 – 5x – 6", the linguistic element "the equation" is a noun, derived from the process 
"equate". In contrast, the symbolic element "y = 2x2 – 5x – 6" is a complex of mathematical entities 
and processes. This is illustrated by the square brackets ([[....]]) which group together mathematical 
symbolic entities with the associated mathematical operations: 
y = [[[[2x[[xxx]]]]– [[5xx]] – 6]] 
The level of embedding of configurations of mathematical entities and processes in "y = 2x2 – 5x – 
6" is quite extensive, as seen by the double brackets. This grammatical strategy of embedding in the 
symbolism can be contrasted with the strategy of encoding meaning in nouns found in language. 
The implications of the differing methods for encoding experiential meaning in natural language 
and the symbolism are discussed in relation to teaching and learning mathematics. Before doing so, 
it is worth noting that mathematics has many technical terms in the form of nouns. These technical 
terms are organised into taxonomies: that is, (a) this is a part of this (e.g. a line segment is part of a 
triangle) and (b) this is a type of this, (e.g. a quadratic function is a type of function). For example, 
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the technical terms in Stitz and Zeager (2013, p. 188) and Yeo et al. (2016, p. 13) are coloured blue 
in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). As these examples illustrate, mathematical writing has many technical 
terms, and each term has a specific meaning in relation to others in accordance with the 
accompanying taxonomy. This adds to the complexity of reading and understanding mathematical 
content. Before turning the implications of the nature of mathematical writing, the shifts between 
language, image and symbolism are considered in more depth. 

 
Figure 4(a) Technical Terms (Stitz & Zeager, 2013, p. 188) 
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Figure 4(b) Technical Terms (Yeo et al., 2016, p. 13) 

 
Movements between the three resources 
The movements between language, symbolism and images are vital, not only because these result in 
access to different meaning potentials of the three resources, but also because elements from each 
resource can be 'resemiotised' into another form and thus recontextualised into a new semantic field. 
This is particularly significant, given that the three resources structure mathematical reality 
differently, according to the purpose of each resource. 
 
For example, in "Worked Example 6" in Figure 1(b), the students are asked to (i) complete the table 
for y = 2x2 – 5x – 6; (ii) draw the graph for y = 2x2 – 5x – 6 for -2 ≤ x ≤ 4 and (iii) solve the equation 
2x2 – 5x – 6 = 0. The instructions contain material (action) processes in the form of commands. That 
is, students are required to undertake actions in a mathematical world which is largely constructed 
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symbolically and visually. The solution contains (i) the table, (ii) the graph and (iii) statements with 
the answer: "From the graph, the co-ordinates of the point of intersection of y = 2x2 – 5x – 6 and the 
x-axis (i.e. y = 0) are x = - 0.9 and x = 3.4. ∴ The solutions of the equation 2x2 – 5x – 6 = 0 are x = - 
0.9 and x = 3.4." In addition to completing the table and drawing the graph, the students need to 
understand that the solution is given by the intersection of y = 2x2 – 5x – 6 and y = 0 (i.e. the x axis).  
The solution to the problem involves a series of shifts between language, image and the symbolism. 
That is, "the equation" (noun) is a complex of symbolic relations (y = 2x2 – 5x – 6 and 2x2 – 5x – 6 
= 0) which is used to derive a series of mathematical relations (i.e. the coordinates). These relations 
become points (entities) in the graph. This series of points creates a new representation in the form 
of a graph, confirming that the sum of the parts is other than the whole (Koffka, 1935). The graph is 
used to locate the intersection of y = 2x2 – 5x – 6 and y = 0. To solve this problem, linguistic, visual 
and symbolic grammars need to be understood, in particular in relation to each other. That is, the 
shifts are from language and symbolism, to image to language and symbolism, as listed below. In 
each case, the shifts of meaning are not equivalent semantically: 
• Problem (linguistic, symbolic) 
• Mathematical relations (symbolic): y = 2x2 – 5x – 6 and 2x2 – 5x – 6 = 0 
• Table (symbolic): Relational processes 
• Graph (visual): Entities (points)  
• Graph (visual): new representation (graph) 
• Solution (linguistic and symbolic): The co-ordinates of the point of intersection of y = 2x2 – 

5x – 6 and the x-axis (i.e. y = 0) are x = - 0.9 and x = 3.4. ∴ The solutions of the equation 2x2 
– 5x – 6 = 0 are x = - 0.9 and x = 3.4. 

Beyond these movements across language, image and symbolism, a large body of mathematical 
knowledge needs to be drawn upon. This is explained linguistically in the form of relational 
processes appearing under the banners "RECALL" and "ATTENTION" (see right hand side of 
Figure 3(c)). However, as discussed above, the writing is very dense and difficult to understand, and 
moreover, the actual background knowledge is not provided, rather it is referred to. The 
implications of the hierarchical nature of the various domains of mathematical knowledge are 
further discussed below. 
 
Problems with teaching and learning mathematics 
The unique problems which occur in the teaching and learning of mathematics are exemplified in 
mathematics textbooks. First, mathematics is primarily concerned with the expansion of 
experiential and logical meaning, and thus interpersonal meaning is toned down to the extent of 
being formulaic. The interpersonal stance across language, image and symbolism is one of 
certainty, making it somewhat daunting for learners of mathematics. In addition, the layout and 
ordering of mathematical content in the mathematics textbook into chapters, sections and individual 
elements are also standardised, given the importance of organising mathematical knowledge into 
various domains, and developing content within each topic of those domains. 
Mathematical writing (i.e. the linguistic constructions) is difficult to read and understand, given the 
amount of content which is condensed into long noun groups, the relational processes and 
operations which are used to configure mathematical entities, and the technical terms which have 
precise meanings in accordance with different taxonomies. Mathematical symbolism is also 
difficult to read and understand because it constructs a reality which is different to that found in 
language. That is, mathematical constructions are streamlined into embedded configurations of 
mathematical operations using special symbols, ellipsed processes, brackets and rules of order that 
express the mathematical content in the simplest manner possible so it can be used as a tool for 
logical thinking. That is, the underlying architecture and systems for language and symbolism are 
different. Significantly, mathematical relations can be visualised in many cases (though not all), 
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which in turn introduces new mathematical representations for expanding the experiential and 
logical domains of mathematics. The images have unique strategies of representing mathematical 
relations as well. 
In addition, a key problem is the hierarchical nature of mathematical knowledge where different 
topics and domains build upon previous knowledge. To counter this problem, textbook writers 
explicitly refer to the background knowledge which is required, as seen in the examples considered 
above. Also, attempts are made to explain how to solve mathematical problems, as shown in Figure 
5 where readers are instructed to undertake various actions in relation to the symbolic derivation of 
the solution to the problem. These linguistic commands direct the reader to perform different 
operations but the main difficulty is that the reader is required to work within mathematical 
constructions of reality which are symbolic and visual in nature, and thus differ from the types of 
constructions found in language. Thus, language can be used to describe, explain and issue 
commands, but ultimately mathematical reality is expressed symbolically and visually.  
The hierarchical knowledge structure across the various areas of mathematics, where new 
knowledge is based upon earlier definitions and results, can be accessed to a greater degree in 
online mathematics textbooks. For example, as shown in Figure 6, it is possible to link definitions, 
properties, theorems, examples, solutions and proofs an in new ways in online environments that 
extend beyond printed textbooks. In Figure 6, Beezer (2017) uses "knowls" referenced within the 
body of the page of the mathematics textbook "to provide relevant, supplementary information".1 
Unlike a hyperlink which opens up a new web page, a knowl displays the relevant information (e.g. 
definition, theorem, proof) at the right location which can be opened up and closed with the click of 
a mouse button. In this way, the mathematical content is linked "in-context", proving immediate 
access to the information which is required. Today 'design-free' markup language can be used to 
write mathematics textbooks which can be published in hardcopy, pdf and online versions 
(O'Halloran et al., 2018), thus providing access to the same content in different formats.  
 

                                                             
1 https://aimath.org/knowlepedia/ 
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Figure 5: Linguistic instructions (Yeo et al., 2016, p. 10) 
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Figure 6: Linking and Accessing Content in Online Mathematics Textbooks (Beezer, 2017) 

 
Conclusion 
The multimodal approach to mathematics textbooks, where the functions and organisation of 
language, image and symbolism are taken into account, offers new opportunities for exploring how 
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mathematical knowledge is constructed and how meaning is expanded through movements across 
the three resources. Most importantly, the approach offers ways to show how mathematics orders 
thinking and reality, opening up the possibility of further exploration of the problems associated 
with teaching and learning mathematics. For example, mathematical reality is constructed 
symbolically and visually, and even though linguistic explanations and instructions are an essential 
part of mathematics textbooks (and classroom discourse), the symbolism and the image are ultimate 
tools through which mathematical reality is created. These tools need to be understood and 
mastered, along with dense technical writing found in mathematics textbooks. In addition, 
mathematical knowledge is built up in the hierarchical structures found in mathematical textbooks, 
hence it is essential to provide links and references to this content in the most accessible form 
possible. As seen above, online environments provide new opportunities for linking and accessing 
relevant mathematical knowledge. 
 
In this way, mathematics is positioned as a field which is designed to expand human knowledge in 
certain directions. The results of this endeavour and the technological innovations which have 
ensued (including computers) are remarkable, to say the least. Mathematics textbooks provide 
detailed accounts of mathematical knowledge (including the structure and organisation of this 
knowledge) and as such are critical resources for teachers and students alike. Mathematics textbook 
research, particularly a multimodal approach where the language, image and symbolism are taken 
into account, offers much potential for understanding the nature of mathematics, its functions and 
organisation, and the associated problems for teaching and learning mathematics.  
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TRACES OF ORAL TEACHING IN EUCLID’S 
ELEMENTS—DIAGRAMS, LABELS AND REFERENCES 

KEN SAITO 

Introduction 
Euclid's Elements were used as mathematics textbooks until the nineteenth century, and their 
influence is still visible in today's geometry textbooks. Their use as textbook in Europe began in 
mediaeval universities. We should rather say that the Elements constituted one of the major contents 
in the curriculum that enabled the emergence and development of universities. 
First, I shall show the diagrams in the Elements, which are transmitted to us through mediaeval 
manuscripts. Surprisingly, the diagrams in these sources are quite different from what we see in the 
printed editions available today. 
The geometry diagrams in the Elements we see today were practically invented by August, a 
gymnasium teacher who published the Greek Elements (August 1826-29) “for the use of beginners” 
(these words are contained in its title), without consulting any manuscript. His diagrams were 
copied in the critical edition of Johan Ludvig Heiberg (1854-1928), the great Danish scholar in the 
field of Greek mathematics. Heiberg published a new critical edition of the Greek Elements in the 
1880's—the first five volumes (Heiberg & Menge 1883-1916) of which are still the standard edition 
used by all the professional scholars of the field, and the source of all current translations. 
Thus, the diagrams of Euclid's geometry that we see in translations come not from manuscripts but 
from August’s edition 
On the other hand, the diagrams of arithmetic that occupy Books 7 to 9 in today's editions seem to 
be an invention of Heiberg himself, for I have been able to find neither manuscript nor printed 
edition before him with diagrams like those in his edition. Though he consulted several manuscripts 
for his edition of the text, he ignored the diagrams in the manuscript. 
In the second part of my lecture, I will examine some stylistic features of the Elements that are 
inconvenient to modern readers, and I will interpret them as traces of the style of mathematical 
teaching in ancient times that depended heavily on oral communication. 
Diagrams in Euclid’s Elements 
I begin with the diagrams. The study of diagrams in Greek mathematical texts is rather a new field. 
I can identify the work that called scholars’ attention to diagrams in Greek mathematics; it is The 
Shaping of Deduction in Greek mathematics of Reviel Netz (1999). This book, with several 
arguments with novel points of view, shows how manuscript diagrams are different from what we 
see in today's editions. 

The Tradition of Euclid’s Elements: from ancient times to printed editions 
Before examining the diagrams in various manuscripts and printed editions, a brief exposition on 
the history of the tradition of Euclid's Elements is in order. 
The Elements are a collection of fundamental theorems and problems of mathematics. For example, 
their Greek name, stoicheia, means the letters of alphabet, and, thus, elementary components. So, 
this is the title for a book containing basic propositions. The title was applicable to any work of 
such character, and the first Elements are said to have been compiled by Hippocrates of Chios, in 
the mid-fifth century. This Hippocrates is more or less contemporary to, but to be distinguished 
from, the famous founder of medicine, Hippocrates of Cos. 
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The most important feature of the Elements and Greek mathematical works in general is that the 
propositions are accompanied by demonstration. This was not the case in Egyptian and Babylonian 
mathematics. We may say that demonstration was an invention of the Greek people. 
Hippocrates's Elements have not come down to us, and the extant Elements are attributed to Euclid 
of Alexandria; however, about this person practically nothing is known. Many of you have probably 
heard that Euclid said that there is no royal road to geometry, when he was asked by King Ptolemy 
(more precisely, Ptolemy I, surnamed Soter) if there was an easier way to learn the Elements. King 
Ptolemy was one of the generals of Alexander the Great, and, after Alexander's death in 323 BCE, 
held Egypt and declared himself king in 305.  
However, Stobaeus attributes a similar conversation to Alexander the great and a mathematician 
named Menaechmus (Heath 1925, 1:1). Therefore, our anecdote on Euclid tells us only two things: 
that mathematics was not easy to learn, and that the person who invented this anecdote thought that 
Euclid was a contemporary of King Ptolemy. 
Proclus, a neoplatonist philosopher of the fifth century CE, in his commentary to Euclid's Book I, 
tries to determine Euclid's date. The anecdote of King Ptolemy and Euclid is one of the sources he 
cites to this purpose. This suggests that he did not have reliable material concerning Euclid's 
lifetime. In consequence, we have practically no hope of knowing more about Euclid's date, life and 
personality. 
You may have also heard that Euclid may have been a name of a group of mathematicians. This is 
the conjecture of a French scholar, Jean Itard (1961, 11); in the preface of his book on Euclid’s 
arithmetic, after pointing out that there is too much variety of style in the thirteen books of Euclid’s 
Elements for it to be the work of a single mathematician, he reasonably suggested that the works of 
his disciples may be included. This is quite possible, for it was common in ancient Greece that 
people of a school attributed their works to the founder1. For example, many medical works come 
down to us with the name of Hippocrates, and it is not always easy to distinguish the genuine and 
spurious ones. 
However, Itard added the gratuitous conjecture that it is also possible that the mathematician Euclid 
did not exist, and it was a name of a group. Yet, no evidence suggests that there was any group in 
ancient Greece, which published their results in the name of an imaginary person. Itard published 
his book on Euclid's arithmetic in 1961 in the heyday of Bourbaki’s activities, so this conjecture is 
completely unfounded. We should say that Itard has simply projected the Bourbaki of his age into 
antiquity, without good foundation. Unfortunately, the specter of “Euclid as a group” survives even 
today, and it is still sometimes heard. To make such a gratuitous comment is easy, and it is hard to 
eliminate it, if once diffused. Please do not diffuse it. 
As Itard has correctly pointed out, the contents of the Elements are not uniform. Until the seventies 
of the twentieth century, scholars were eager to find traces of older mathematics in the Elements. 
Today, we scholars recognize that the heterogeneous character of the Elements is rather due to later 
intervention2. 
Indeed, being the most basic work of Greek mathematics read and studied by everyone, the 
Elements have many traces of later intervention. We know, thanks to various pieces of evidence in 
extant documents, that Heron (1st century CE) and Theon of Alexandria (4th century CE) edited the 
Elements, and that certain propositions or arguments can be attributed to them. However, many of 
the apparent later interventions that we recognize in the text by some particular word or style cannot 
be attributed to someone whose name is known. 

                                                             
1 However, we have practically no reliable documents about Euclid’s disciples and his “school”, and the 
heterogeneity of the different books of the Elements may as well be due to other factors. 
2 Knorr (1975) can be seen as the last example of the older approach (the author himself changed his research 
style after it), and the recent approach is best illustrated in Vitrac (2012). 
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Manuscripts and Printed editions 
The oldest extant Greek manuscript goes back to ninth century; and the six manuscripts (in some 
books more) used in Heiberg’s critical editions were copied by the twelfth century. 
The traditions in other languages are also important. Western Europe knew the Elements in the 
twelfth century through Latin translations made from Arabic translations. Then, Campanus of 
Novara in thirteenth century made a heavily edited and commented on Latin edition, which had 
great success in universities and enjoyed wide circulation, before the invention of printing in the 

fiftieth century—it was this version that appeared as the first printed edition of the Elements 
(Ratdolt 1482)3. 
In 1505, Zamberti published the Latin Elements translated directly from Greek. Then, the first 
Greek edition, editio princeps, was published together with Proclus’ commentary (Grynaeus 1533). 
Commandino's Latin version with accurate translation and adequate comments had great influence 
(Commandino 1572). 
Though there are hundreds of editions of the Elements, there are only five editions of the whole text 
in Greek to date; the second Greek edition was by Gregory (1703), and the third by Peyrard 
(1814-18). Peyrard had the chance to use an important Vatican manuscript, now named P after him, 
brought from Rome to Paris by the scholars in Napoleon's expedition. 
We have already briefly mentioned the fourth Greek edition (August 1826-29). Though the 
diagrams in the Elements had been modified in previous editions, August made drastic and 
thoroughgoing changes to the diagrams. It seems that he had pedagogical intention and tried to 
make the diagrams as general as possible. We will soon see what changes were made. 
Heiberg, the editor of today’s standard version, traveled very much for this work. In 1881, he 
visited Rome to consult the Vatican manuscript, and in Florence he compared the manuscript 
preserved in the Laurenziana library with that of the Archiginnasio library in Bologna (apparently 
sent to Florence upon his request). In the following year, we find him in Oxford, consulting the 
manuscript of the Bodleian library. The manuscripts of Paris and Vienna (Heiberg and Menge 
1883-1916, VIII-IX) (Heiberg and Stamatis 1969-1977, VIII-IX) were sent to Copenhagen, where 
he lived (interlibrary loans of manuscripts were possible at that time). Whatever the case, it seems 
that he loved traveling; I have found his signatures in the registers of the readers of manuscripts at 
the Biblioteca Marciana in Venice (just in front of Basilica di San Marco). The last of Heiberg’s 
signatures was dated August 1927, only some months before his death in January 1928. 
However, all this meticulous work of consulting manuscripts was directed to the text only, and no 
attention was paid to the diagrams in the manuscripts except in a few cases. Heiberg simply copied 
the diagrams of August’s edition, though he knew very well that they were alien to those in the 
manuscripts. We do not know why Heiberg was completely indifferent to the diagrams. 

Peculiar features of manuscript diagrams 
Now let us examine the diagrams4. First, I show the diagram of proposition I.47, Pythagoras` 
theorem5. 
 

                                                             
3 The manuscripts of Campanus’s version and this 1482 edition have been edited (Busard 2005). 
4 For a more detailed discussion of the diagrams in the Elements, see Saito (2006), Saito-Sidoli (2012), and 
Saito (2018). 
5 As the image of manuscript is not always convenient for study, for lines and labels are not always clear, I 
have used reproduced drawings like this one. For the reproduction of the drawing, the software DRaFT was 
used (http://www.greekmath.org/draft/draft_index.html). 
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Codex P                   Heiberg 

Fig. 1: Proposition I.47 (Pythagoras` Theorem) 

This is the image of a Vatican manuscript page, number 190, to which Heiberg gave the siglum `P' 
in Peyrard's honor (a siglum is the abbreviated name of each source in one or two letters, used in 
critical editions). 
Let us compare it with the diagram we are accustomed to seeing in today's editions. All of them 
come from Heiberg's Greek edition, which you see to the right of fig. 1. 
The difference is evident; the manuscript draws a rectangular triangle, but it is also an isosceles. 
Drawing diagrams, we are careful not to introduce specific conditions such as right angle or equal 
sides when they are not required in the proposition. In Pythagorean theorem, the triangle is 
rectangular, but not always isosceles, so that we avoid an isosceles triangle.  
The manuscripts often add specific conditions: they tend to draw an isosceles or equilateral triangle 
for a general triangle, and a rectangle or square for a parallelogram. I call this phenomenon 
``overspecification''. 
All the manuscripts Heiberg used have a diagram of I.47 similar to that of codex P. The only 
exception is the Bodleian manuscript, which shows an isosceles but not a rectangular triangle. 

 

Fig. 2: Proposition I.47 (codex B) 

The scribe seems to have drawn too big a square in the limited space for the diagram and 
constrained to compress the upper part. The scribes were not so much concerned about drawing 
accurate diagrams.6 I will return to this feature soon, but for the moment let us see the diagrams of 
the printed editions. 

                                                             
6 The diagrams were often drawn by someone else after the text was copied, either in the margin or the blank 
space which the copyist had made for the diagram, by leaving a part or whole of a column without the text. 
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Ratdolt (1482)                 Grynaeus (1533) 

Fig. 3: Propositions I.47 in early printed editions. 

Fig. 3 (left) is the diagram in the first printed edition of the Elements of 1482, based on Campanus's 
version. It has two more oblique lines. All the older manuscripts have only two oblique lines on the 
left (and not two lines on the right), which are used to show the equality of the small square ΑΒΗΖ 
with the parallelogram (rectangle) ΒΛ, part of the big square on the hypothenuse. The text proves 
this equality and then says that, ΑΕ and ΒΚ being joined, it will be proved that the square ΑΓΚΘ is 
equal to the parallelogram ΓΛ. The diagram of the 1482 edition has visualized these lines, ΑΕ and 
ΒΚ mentioned in the text. Mathematically, this is not bad, but these two lines did not exist in the 
manuscript tradition. Then, in Grynaeus's Greek edition (fig. 3, right), published half a century later, 
the triangle is no longer isosceles, against the manuscript tradition. The manuscript he used may 
have had such a diagram. Anyway, all the subsequent editions have rectangular but not isosceles 
triangles. We show Commandino (1572) and Gregory (1703) in fig. 4. 

 

 
Commandino                       Gregory 

Fig. 4: Proposition I.47 

Let us see another example of overspecification in a manuscript diagram: proposition I.35 proves 
that parallelograms having the same base and between the same parallels are equal to each other.7 In 
manuscripts, one of the parallelograms is a rectangle or a square, and Heiberg's diagram, which is a 
copy of August’s, avoids a rectangle, for the parallelogram is not always rectangular (fig. 5). 
 

                                                             
7 When Euclid says that two figures are equal, he means that their areas are equal. 
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Codex F                                 Heiberg 

Fig. 5: Proposition I.35 

Now, I go on to the second feature, which I call “metrical inaccuracy”. I show the diagram of 
proposition I.44 (fig. 6). This is not a theorem, but a problem: given a line ΑΒ, an area Γ, and an 
angle Δ, it is required to construct a parallelogram ΑΒΜΛ, having one side ΑΒ, with an area equal 
to Γ, and one angle equal to Δ. 
However, it is difficult to imagine from the manuscript diagram that the angle of the parallelogram 
ΑΒΜΛ is equal to the angle Δ, and that its area is equal to the given area Γ. Heiberg’s diagram is 
accurate in this respect. 

 

 

Codex P                             Heiberg 

Fig. 6: Proposition I.44 

Generally, it is easy to find diagrams in which metrical relations such as equality or ratio of lines, 
areas and angles, are not correctly represented. It was the text that showed such metrical relations, 
not the diagram. 
Let us examine the third feature of manuscript diagrams. In a proposition which uses proof by 
contradiction, it is impossible to draw a correct diagram, for the assumption in such a proposition 
contains something impossible, so that the diagram necessarily ignores some of the conditions. 
In proposition III.13, Euclid shows that two circles cannot touch each other at two points, whether 
internally or externally. For the proof of the impossibility of touching at two points externally, the 
diagram draws two circles: ΑΒΔΓ and ΑΚΓΛ (fig. 7)8.  
 

                                                             
8 Point Λ is never mentioned in the text. 
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Codex P                          Heiberg 

Fig. 7: Proposition III.13 

In the manuscript diagram, the second circle is a lunula, not a circle. But this is necessary, and 
Heiberg’s diagram, which draws two circles intersecting each other at points Α and Γ, does not 
represent the assumption of the proposition, causing difficulty in understanding Euclid’s arguments. 
Indeed, the proof is thus, 

(III.13 part of the proof) Let two circles touch each other at two points Α and Γ, externally. 
Therefore, the chord ΑΓ falls within each circle, for this is demonstrated (III.2).  

Then the text says: 
But it fell within the circle ΑΒΓΔ and outside ΑΚΓ. 

What does he mean? This is understood as the definition of touching circles. Touching circles are 
those, which meet but do not cut each other (III. Def. 3). Therefore, if the line ΑΓ falls inside the 
first circle, it must fall outside the second circle, because these circles touch each other externally. 
Heiberg’s diagram (that is, August's diagram) does not represent this situation. There are two circles 
cutting each other. This contradicts the definition of touching circles, and Euclid's argument 
becomes difficult to understand. Consequently, it is important not to avoid drawing an obviously 
impossible diagram in a proof by contradiction. 
Now we have come to the last of the four features of manuscript diagrams. I call it “one diagram for 
two cases”. Let us look at the diagram of a case of the chord theorem (III.36), at the end of book III. 
If point Δ is taken outside the circle ΑΒΓ (fig. 8), and from point Δ a cutting line ΔΓΑ and a tangent 
ΔΒ are drawn, then the rectangle contained by two segments ΑΔ and ΔΓ of the cutting line is equal 
to the square on the tangent ΔΒ. This relation is often expressed as an algebraic equality: 

 
However, Euclid never mentions any product nor second power of a line, so I use the following 
notation. 

 
The proof first treats the case in which ΔΑ goes through the center Ζ. Then, the more general case 
is treated in which ΔΑ is not through the center. 

  

 
Heiberg                                Codex P 

Fig. 8: Proposition III.36 
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Heiberg gives two separate diagrams (fig. 8, left), but in mediaeval manuscripts we see a strange 
diagram. The only possible interpretation is that we are supposed to assume that Z is the center of 
the circle in the first case, and that in the second case, we continue to use the same diagram, 
assuming that Ε is now the center, and that ΕΖ is perpendicular to the chord ΑΓ drawn from the 
center Ε. The indifference to metrical accuracy in the manuscripts makes such a flexible double use 
of the diagram possible9. 
Here, I sum up the features of the diagrams of plane geometry in the Elements. (1) 
Overspecification: the angles tend to be right angles, and the triangles tend to be isosceles, or even 
equilateral. (2) However, metrical accuracy is not so important, and diagrams are not expected to 
represent the equality of lines, angles, and areas. (3) In proof by contradiction, an obviously 
impossible diagram was drawn without hesitation. (4) Sometimes one diagram can serve two 
different cases. 
The features of diagrams we have seen are strange to us, but they are not so strange nor 
embarrassing if mathematics was not learned from a written source but taught by a teacher. In other 
words, the text and the diagram of the Elements were not written for readers in distant places who 
would learn them without a teacher; the diagrams were probably drawn for those who already knew 
the proposition, and mathematics was not something to be learned from a textbook. In the following 
part of this article, I develop this idea and try to show that we can find traces of a prevalently oral 
teaching of mathematics in the text of the Elements. 
Before closing the examination of the diagrams of geometric books of the Elements, I add two brief 
arguments. First, I show evidence that Heiberg copied the diagrams of August’s edition. Then, I 
show the basic characteristic of the diagrams of arithmetic that is lost in the printed editions of 
today. There is decisive evidence that Heiberg copied August’s diagram. 
 

 

 

Heiberg                             August 

Fig. 9: Proposition VI.11 in Heiberg’s and August’s editions 

Fig. 9 (left) is the diagram of proposition VI.11 in Heiberg's edition. There appear the labels Α, Β, 
and Γ twice. The three horizontal lines Α, Β, and Γ on the right of the triangle do not belong to this 
proposition but to the following proposition VI.12. If we look at the diagrams of August's edition 
(fig. 9, right), we see why this has happened. In this edition, all the diagrams are printed together at 
the end of the volume, and the diagrams of proposition 11 and 12 are placed one beside the other, 
and it is evident that the three horizontal lines Α, Β, and Γ of proposition 12 have been wrongly 
attached to proposition 11 in Heiberg’s edition.  

                                                             
9 I have to add that the treatment of the first special case of ΑΓ through the center in the text may be a later 
addition, for the letter Ζ is assigned before the appearance of the letter Ε. This is against Euclid's way of 
assigning labels, which is always in alphabetical order, as we shall see later. But as this is present in all the 
extant manuscripts, the addition must have been done quite early, certainly before Theon. 
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This is decisive evidence that Heiberg copied the diagrams of August. Probably, Heiberg sent the 
diagram pages of August’s edition to the printer and commissioned the task of dividing the page 
into single diagrams and arranging them. 
Second, I argue that the features of the diagrams found in extant manuscripts go back to ancient 
times. All the diagrams we have examined are found in mediaeval manuscripts, of which the oldest 
is dated to the ninth century. It is therefore natural to ask whether their features come from ancient 
diagrams (if not those of Euclid himself), or if we see mediaeval degradation. A recently published 
papyrus fragment, Oxyrhynchus 5299, suggests an ancient origin for mediaeval diagrams, for it has 
peculiar features common to mediaeval diagrams10. I show only one example (fig. 10). In the 
diagram of proposition I.22, which constructs a triangle from three given lines—the three given 
lines appear as parallel and equal vertical lines in this papyrus manuscript, as well as in two 
ninth-century manuscripts, codex P and codex B (though the latter shows that the diagrams were 
not very faithfully copied). This can hardly happen by chance, so that we may suppose the 
mediaeval diagrams are copied from ancient ones. 
 

 
 

   Oxyrhunchus 5299                    Codex P                             Codex B 

Fig. 10: Diagram of proposition I.22 

 

Diagrams in arithmetic 
A brief mention of the arithmetic diagrams is in order. I recently found a situation different from, 
but no less interesting than, that in geometrical books; Heiberg invented all the diagrams for 
arithmetic, but the diagrams he invented were a disaster. 
As a typical example, let us look at proposition VIII.2. This is a problem of finding numbers in 
continuous proportion in the given ratio. The ratio given is that of Α to Β (both are integers, for this 
is arithmetic). Then, Euclid makes Α square, Α multiplied to Β, and Β square, which are named Γ, 
Δ, and Ε, respectively. Then Α multiplies each of Γ, Δ, and Ε, making Ζ, Η, and Θ, respectively, 
and Β multiplying Ε makes Κ. 

  

Fig. 11: Proposition VIII.2 (codex P) 

 

                                                             
10 Cairncross and Henry (2015). The diagram of proposition I.22 in the papyrus (fig. 10, left) is copied from 
this article. 
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Grynaeus (1533)                    Commandino (1572) 

Fig. 12: Proposition VIII.2 in early editions 

 
 

 

Gregory                                    August 

Fig. 13: Exemplary numbers replacing the diagrams in Proposition VIII.2 (shadows added) 

We would represent the three numbers Γ, Δ, and Ε by , and the four numbers from Ζ 
to Κ by . 
But Euclid did not have such algebraic symbols, and simply assigned new letters every time a new 
number was introduced. This makes the reading very difficult, for you are supposed to remember 
what each of the nine symbols from Α to Κ are. For example, you must remember that Η is the 
product of Α and Δ, and Δ, in its turn, is the product of Α and Β, to understand the proof. Thus, the 
arrangement of the lines in the diagram is very helpful for readers. 
The manuscripts are also accompanied by numbers which serve as examples of the truth of the 
proposition. They are written either in Greek numerals or Arabic numerals (more precisely, eastern 
Arabic numerals, those used today with Arabic scripts). The numerals are Greek in the diagrams of 
older manuscripts, including codex P, whose reproduction is shown in fig. 11 above. I have 
reproduced the numerals in the right figure in (western) Arabic numerals. 
We can say that the numbers in the diagrams did not exist in the original, because (1) these 
particular numbers never appear in the text of the Elements, (2) the numbers in diagrams are often 
written by a different hand from the main text, and (3) sometimes numbers are different from one 
manuscript to another. 
Let us now see how these diagrams have changed in printed editions. The arrangement of lines was 
discarded in early editions, while exemplar numbers were retained (fig. 12). 
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Then, Gregory decided to do away with lines, while keeping the arrangement of lines as that of 
exemplar numbers (fig. 13), and August followed Gregory11. 
However, Heiberg decided to revive the lines, abolishing the exemplary numbers. Since exemplary 
particular numbers did not exist in the original in all probability, this decision was right. Heiberg 
did not use the diagrams in the manuscripts, but made new diagrams himself. I say “himself”, for I 
have not been able to find any diagrams like his before his edition (fig. 14).  

 

Fig. 14: Proposition VIII.2 (Heiberg) 

This was a tragedy; Heiberg's diagram suggests nothing about the relationship between numbers. 
The merit of the manuscript diagrams is lost. The text is still much more readable with exemplary 
numbers provided in earlier editions. Since Heiberg, we have been reading Euclid's arithmetic with 
invented diagrams, which do not help us at all—the manuscript diagrams should be restored12.  
The Traces of Oral Teaching in the Text of the Elements 

Particular and inconvenient features of the text of the Elements 
I now move on to the other topic, the mathematical teaching style of which I believe we can catch a 
glimpse from the text of the Elements. Generally speaking, it is obvious that oral communication 
was much more important in ancient times than it is today. But how can we prove it in the field of 
mathematical teaching from the written documents we have? 
I point out four particular features of the text of the Elements which I think are traces of the 
mathematical teaching style of ancient Greece. 
First, although the Elements develop logical deductions using previous propositions in subsequent 
ones, proposition numbers are never used in the text of the Elements. Euclid never says something 
like “because of proposition III.37''. Therefore, we should assume that the proposition number did 
not exist in Euclid's time, and that those in our manuscripts were added later. 
Second, the diagram of each proposition is accompanied by labels, as we have seen. Labels or 
letters, Α, Β, Γ, etc., are assigned in alphabetical order, at the first appearance in the text. There is 
nothing wrong with this manner of assignment within one proposition. This means, however, that 
the assignment of labels may be different between propositions, even though they may be very 
similar in content. 
For example, proposition III.37 (fig. 15) is the converse of III.36 (fig. 8 above). III.36 shows, as we 
have seen above, that if ΔΒ is tangent, for any line ΔΓΑ cutting the circle, the equality 

 

                                                             
11In Book VII, Gregory represents numbers by dotted lines (the number of dots represents the exemplar value 
of the truth of the proposition), and from Book VIII, he adopts the representation without lines, which 
August uses from Book VII.  
12 In the new Japanese translation of the Elements (Saito 2015), for which I worked with my colleagues, both 
Heiberg’s diagrams and reproduced manuscript diagrams appear. 
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Fig. 15: Proposition III.37 (codex P) 

holds. III.37 says that if this equality between rectangle and square holds, then the line ΔΒ is 
tangent to the circle at the point B. However, the assignment of labels is slightly different; while the 
first four points Α, Β, Γ, Δ correspond to each other in two propositions, the points Ε and Ζ have 
different roles in these two propositions. E is the center of the circle in III.36, while it is Z in III.37. 
This is confusing to modern readers. 
Why were the labels assigned in such an inconsistent way? The answer should be that somehow this 
was not inconsistent, and that it was not felt inconvenient to students in Euclid's time. But how was 
that possible? 
For the moment, I go on to the next feature. The labels I have just mentioned are given to the 
points; lines and angles are indicated by two or three labels, for example, line ΔΓΑ. However, the 
order of the points is not fixed. In proposition III.37, the angle of the tangent at point Ε appears first 
as ΖΕΔ, then, later in the same proposition, the same angle is called angle ΔΕΖ. Such a change in 
the order of points happens quite often. Though there is no risk of misunderstanding, this is not very 
convenient for a reader of written text. 
Finally, I explain the fourth, last feature. Every proposition of Euclid's Elements begins with a 
so-called “protasis'', or general enunciation, where the proposition is stated without diagram and 
without the names of points, but in a general way13. For example, the protasis of proposition III.13 
is thus: “a circle does not touch a circle at more than one point, neither internally nor externally''. 
This is fine. However, the protasis can become very long and complicated, so that no one reading it 
for the first time can understand it. As an example, let us read the protasis of Proposition III.37. 

(III.37 protasis) If a point be taken outside a circle and from the point two straight lines fall on 
the circle, and if one of them cut the circle, and the other fall on it, and if further the rectangle 
contained by the whole of the straight line which cuts the circle and the straight line intercepted 
on it outside between the point and the convex circumference be equal to the square on the 
straight line which falls on the circle, the straight line which falls on it will touch the circle. 

This protasis is incomprehensible, at least for someone who reads it for the first time. Indeed, when 
we read Euclid's Elements, we often skip the protasis and begin with the ekthesis, or setting out, 
which follows the protasis. 

(III.37 ekthesis) For let a point Δ be taken outside the circle ΑΒΓ; from Δ let the two straight 
lines ΔΓΑ, ΔΒ fall on the circle ΑΓΒ; let ΔΓΑ cut the circle and ΔΒ fall on it; and let the 
rectangle ΑΔ, ΔΓ be equal to the square on ΔΒ (fig. 15). 

Then, Euclid restates the conclusion with the names of points. 
I say that ΔΒ touches the circle ΑΒΓ. 

This affirmation is called the diorismos, the English translation of this name would be specification. 
Some constructions follow if necessary, then comes the demonstration. 
Now, if the ekthesis, or setting out, with diagram and names of points, is much easier to understand, 
why does the text of the Elements always preserve the protasis, which is often skipped by modern 
readers. Moreover, the protasis is repeated at the end of each proposition, as the sumperasma, or 

                                                             
13 For the division of a proposition into six parts found in Proclus, see (Mueller 1981, 11). 
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conclusion. Most propositions of the Elements repeat the protasis almost literally at the end, as a 
conclusion, adding only one word ‘ara’, i.e., therefore. So the protasis occupies considerable space 
on precious manuscript parchment. 

An explanation for particular features of the Elements: traces of oral teaching and 
communication of mathematics 
Now, I respond to all of the four questions. We should first note that all the inconveniences are for 
those who read the written text. Then, we may hope to find some explanation related to our 
reasonable assumption that the ancient teachers and students did not use written textbooks. 
Let us again try to imagine how mathematics was taught in ancient times; did students possess some 
written textbook? Obviously not. Printing did not exist, and it is highly improbable that a student 
had some hand copy of the Elements at the beginning of learning. Then, how did the teaching 
proceed? There was no blackboard. A probable assumption is that the teacher drew diagrams on 
sand (sometimes on papyrus), and indicated the points and other geometrical objects by finger, 
explaining the proposition and its demonstration. 
As a result, references by proposition number would have made no sense. Even if one had had the 
written text, the text was written on papyrus role, so that it would not have been so easy to open the 
place of a proposition, especially when it is one of the last propositions of one volume. To find it, 
you would have had to open and extend almost the whole of one papyrus role. Therefore, any 
reference to previous propositions must have had another form, which I will explain later. 
The teacher probably drew diagrams and indicated their points in the presence of students. And the 
diagram was naturally erased when the next proposition was treated. The assignment of labels to 
points in the diagram had to be done anew, and there was no inconvenience, even if the assignment 
was different from that of preceding proposition, for in front of the teacher and students, there was 
always only one diagram14. 
We have a textbook in codex which consists of hundreds of papers, one sheet put over another and 
bound up forming a block—this is the etymology of the word codex. So, we can look up the 
diagram of another proposition, and the inconsistency of label assignment leaps to the eye. But it 
was not the case in ancient times.  
The assumption that the diagram was drawn in front of disciples when a proposition is taught can 
explain the third particular feature, the inconsistency in indicating lines and angles by two or more 
labels. As the teacher speaks, indicating the labeled points, a line may as well be called BA, even if 
it was called AB before15. 
Now, I respond to the last point, the long and incomprehensive protasis. My suggestion is that the 
protasis was the format for memory. I said that the diagram of a proposition was erased when next 
proposition had to be treated, and the reference to a previous proposition was not done by 
proposition numbers. Then, there must have been some way of memorizing and referring to the 
propositions. I argue that this is exactly the role of the protasis. 
Though some protases are long and difficult to understand, it is possible to memorize them after 
one has learned and understood the proposition. Let us go back to the protasis of III.37 and look at 
it. Imagine that you have already learned the proposition, know what it purports, and have in your 
memory the diagram like fig. 14 (the line ΒΕ is not necessary for it serves only for the 
demonstration)—then, this protasis is quite clear. 
Moreover, I suggest that this is a quotable format, and was indeed quoted, not literally, but in 
accordance with the context. Let us see how the quotation is done. I pick up Proposition IV.10, 
which makes an auxiliary construction for the construction of a regular pentagon. In fact, it 
                                                             
14 Thus the labels are like local variables in computer programming language. Local variables have their 
“scope” where they are valid, and outside their scope, a variable has another meaning (or has no meaning). 
The scope of a label is the proposition in which it is assigned. 
15 As for such switching of names, Netz (1999, 74ff.) develops illuminating arguments. 
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constructs an isosceles triangle whose angles at the base are double of the angle at the vertex (the 
size of three angles are 36, 72, 72 degrees). With this triangle, one has three of the five vertices of 
the regular pentagon. 

  

Codex P                      Codex P (revised) 

Fig. 16: Proposition IV.1016 

Euclid starts with any line ΑΒ (fig. 16), and after some construction, he has point Γ on ΑΒ, and 
another point Δ, with the particular condition that the rectangle contained by ΑΒ, ΒΓ is equal to the 
square constructed on ΒΔ17.This is exactly the premise of III.37, and now Euclid wants to show, 
using III.37, that the straight line ΒΔ touches the circle ΑΓΔ. 
Euclid could not say “because of proposition III.37” (the first peculiar feature of the Elements: no 
use of a proposition number). Instead he says the following. 

(IV.10 part of proof) Since point Β has been taken outside the circle ΑΓΔ, and from Β the two 
straight lines ΒΑ, ΒΔ have fallen on the circle ΑΓΔ, 

We see at once that this can be obtained by transforming the protasis of III.37: 
(III.37 beginning of protasis) If a point be taken outside a circle and from the point two straight 
lines fall on the circle, and if one of them cut the circle, and the other fall on it, 

Indeed, replacing the `if’ that introduces a conditional sentence by `since’, for the points are already 
taken in IV.10, and replacing the references to points and lines in the protasis of III.37 by their 
labels in IV.10—“a point outside a circle” by Β, “the circle” by ΑΓΔ, and “the two straight lines 
falling on the circle” by BA and ΒΔ—one can obtain the text of IV.10. 
Here, I show this and the following parts of the protasis of III.37, and the demonstration of IV.10, 
giving the same numbers to the corresponding phrases. 

(III.37 protasis) 

(1) If a point be taken outside a circle and from the point two straight lines fall on the circle, 
(2) and if one of them cut the circle, and the other fall on it, 

(3) and if further the rectangle contained by the whole of the straight line which cuts the circle 
and the straight line intercepted on it outside between the point and the convex circumference 

(4) be equal to the square on the straight line which falls on the circle, 
(5) the straight line which falls on it will touch the circle. 

 
 (IV.10, the argument where III.37 is applied) 

                                                             
16 I have omitted from the diagram the circle with center Α passing through Β and Δ, with which our 
argument is not concerned. The line ΒΔ cuts the circle ΑΓΔ in the diagram of codex P, though it must be a 
tangent. I have provided a revised diagram, too. 
17 There is another condition that ΒΔ is equal to ΑΓ, but this is not used in the part of the demonstration we 
are interested in here. 
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(1) Since a point Β has been taken outside the circle ΑΓΔ, and from Β the two straight lines ΒΑ, 
ΒΔ have fallen on the circle ΑΓΔ, 
(2) and one of them cuts it, while the other falls on it, 

(3) and the rectangle ΑΒ, ΒΓ 
(4) is equal to the square on ΒΔ, 

(5) therefore ΒΔ touches the circle ΑΓΔ. 
This comparison shows how protasis of a proposition in memory was used when that proposition 
was applied later. One remembers (or recites) the protasis, and replace the references to geometrical 
objects (points, lines, circles etc.) in a general form with the labels of the objects one has in the 
diagram on which one is working. 
I think that this was the role of the protasis, which is embarrassing for us; Protasis was a format for 
memory and application of a proposition. Therefore, it was the most important part of the 
proposition, and we understand why the text of Elements does not omit it in spite of its difficulty (or 
unreadableness) to those who first read it, and the space it occupies. 
I hope to have shown the traces of practice—prevalently oral—of ancient mathematics in the 
written text we possess. The style of the text of the Elements was not invented for transmitting 
mathematical ideas to a person living far away, and writing text was not probably the main task of a 
mathematician. 
To conclude, I refer to a passage in the introduction of Apollonius' Conics to support this view. 
Apollonius explains the motive to write this gigantic and difficult work of 8 books, of which we 
possess Greek text of the first four and Arabic translation of first seven. The last book was lost. 
According to Apollonius, Naucrates, a friend of his, visited him in Alexandria, and when he left, he 
wanted to carry Apollonius' theory of Conics with him, so Apollonius wrote the Conics in a hurry. 
In the preface of the text we possess, Apollonius says that he has revised the first version, and now 
he is sending the revised version.  
From this preface, we can gather that even for Apollonius, who was active one century after Euclid, 
to write down a work did not have priority in his activities. We should be grateful to his friend 
Naucrates who gave the occasion to write down the Conics, which have come down to us. 
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